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REGISTER

PADUCAH, KY., THU SDAA MORNING, SEPTEMBER 20, 1906

VOL. 'z3, NUMBER 128

No HopE oF

tion.
ship. But you dont' have
Deigel's Paint shop.
to move;
you only have to give up the
Chalk's—one South Third.
conducting
of the character of houses
Gauber's—At stable.
for
which you stand indicted and. for
Warehouse-1 te Broadway.
which you will stand in contempt of
Berry's—Robertson's stable Third'
court—a much more serious offense—
and Harrison.
if you don't move or close
the busiPlow Factory Sixth and Trimble,1
ness engaged in.
Gallinan's—Twelfth and Burnett.
"Now," added Judge Reed, "I have
TO FILL VACANCIES CAUSED
Henneberger's — Wootan's
shop IN TYPHOON AT HONG KONG, HOUSES MUST CLOSE BY FIRST put the conditions before
BY DEATH OF JUDGE
you as plainCHINA, YESTERDAY.
between 'Madison and Harrison.
OF DE)CEMBER.
BETWEEN
ly as my position as judge of
REVOLUTIONISTS
this
5.tdeed—c.extee'=
AND GOVERNMENT.
rednf
One',
court .will permit. It
• 'et to
Sixteentei between Madieon and liarrison.
If you -disobey tile ietw doe CUlArl
Yancey's-17°3 Tennessee.
not be as lenient in the future as in
the past, for the laws, will be enforced.
Kirkpatrick's-3°8 South Tenth.
They are made for that purpose and
Schmidt's—two South Eleventh.
the people have the right to demand
No Vehicles to Run.
'this much of the court. It is thereTO FILL VACANCIES OCCURSection 25 of the Ordinances of DAMAGE IN HARBOR ALONE
NINE PALE FACES AND ONE fore up to you each
RING AFTER NOVEMBER.—
and all to say
the city of Paducah. under head of
WILL AMOUNT TO MILNEGRO COMPASE THE
what you are willing to do in the MR. TAFT WILL FIND HARDER
ELECTION PROVISIONS.
"Penal Offenses, and Punishments."
LIONS OF DOLLARS.
WORK THAN HE IMAGBUNCH.
premises. To let you consult you
provides:
may retire to thet hell of the building,
INED.
"It. shall he, unlawful for any perhut I will recall you in a few moments
List of Candidates and Voting Pre- son to use any vehicle in the city of Many Chinese Lost Their Lives
in If Women Continue to Violate Lave to hear your answer."
cincts—No Vehicles Allowed to
Paducah ,on any election day, .in
Sampans—Harbor Strewn With
The women began to move out' of Roosevelt Will Have to Annex
They Become Liable for Concarrying any voter to or towards the
Island,
Be Used By Candidates.
Wreckage.
the court room when one said she wars.
Make It Protectorate or Estabtempt of Court.
polls of any election held for the purready now to answer the court and
lish Arbitration Board.
aose of filling any office created by
say she would comply with the wishes
The democratic primary to choose or eeisting under the charter of the
of the court. There were several
Manila, Sept. 19.—Latest advices
Under the orders of Judge Reed, of
others who made a like reply and ere
c city judge, to fill the vacancy caus- tity of Paducah. Such-use of vehicles from Hong Kong state that 0000 the
Havana, Sept. lg.—The American
circuit' court, the "bawdy 'houses"
they had retired nearly the entire
ed by the death of tie late D. L. San. is hereby prohibited whether run for lives we're lost during thn typhoon, of West
cruiser Des Moines with Secretary of
Kentucky
avenue
are
doomed
gratuitous
ly.. Any voter may l and that the damage to property, pub(fern and to select members of the hire or
On or by December 1st next the number had so consented. Later the War Taft and Assistant Secretary
of
women were called again into court
council boards and aso board of ride to the polls in his own vehicle lie and private ,will amount to mil- houses in question must
State Bacon on board entered Havana
close. If this
education, to fill vacancid occuring but he shall not carry 'another. Per- 'lions of dollars.
is not the case the law and the "lid" and then all said that they were pre- haitor at 7
o'clock this morning. The
pared, as they were convinced they
Twelve ships were sunk, twenty- will he called into
after next November, will be held to- sons may ride ti the polls on street
force. The fact
cruiser came from Florida at the
day. The polls will open at o o'clock cars if they pay their own fare. If four stranded, seven were damaged me.ane much and more than 'appears must do, to comply with the law and
the court's demands. Judge Reed, moderate speed of it knots in order
and close at 4 o'clock p. m. :a on ary person sha I violate the provis- and one-half of the native craft in at first blush.
then
stated separately to the women not to arrive here before daylight.
port
were sunk.
regular election days and the voting ion of this section he shall be -fined
In the circuit court yesterday, as
the fact that they had been indicted All on board are well.
The
shipping
trade
parabeen,
has
foretold in The Register in the mornwill be confined to the party s ;a:01- not less than $10.00 nor more than
The secretaries had breakfast early
lyzed through lack of lighters.
ing would be the case, the madams of by the grand jury of the court for
Ni members under the following pro- $2e.00."
conducting disorderly houses and that and at 8:30 the captain of the port
the bawdy houses of West Kentucky
visons:
in view of their consent to comply conveyed Senor OrFarrill„
Thousand Perished.
the Cuban
avenue—nine white and one colored—
The following persons will be enwith the court's wishes, it had been secretary of state,
Hong
Kong,
typhoon
en—The
Sept.
Mr. Sleeper, the
responded
to Judge Reed's summons
titled to vote in the Democratic priagreed that they should confess to a American charg4 and
which swept this port yesterday, de- to come into court and answer
the representato in- fine of $50
mary election to be held in Paducah,
and costs each and again tive of the Associated Press
stroying a great number of vessels dictments found by the present
on board.
0 Kernticky, on Thursday, the aoth inst.
grand declare that they
intended to meet the At the same hour
and causing much loss of life, was of jury. They were subsequent
Commander Colto-ant:
ly told, court's orders.
'He
also ordered that well came over from
a local nature. The observatory had in a few plain and well-tempe
the cruiser Denred the clerk ackt to
All registered Democrats who hare
the judgment that the ver,
predicted moderate winds. Half an words, just why they were there
in their possession registration der
and women must
close
their
hour
after the gun signal had been what the court was disposeid to and
houses or
tificates, and all of those who have
stand in contempt before the court,
fired the storm was at its height. it would do under conditions.
moved into the city of Paducah from
New York, Sept. Ise—The news reut he added that this part of the
lasted two hours. Most of the damSaid Judge Reed: "You women
other parts of Kentucky and will heve.
ceived from Havana yesterday by
judgment
should be suspended until
age done was wrought on the Kow- have been called before
lived • in
financial firms in this city was to the
McCracken
me that you the 1st of
county sec ALL EVIDENCE WAS IN BY
December next and then effect
loon peninsula. The losses are esti- may answer to indictment
NOON YESTERDAY AT
months and their respective precincts
that there was no hope of the
s preeented enforced
if not fully obeyed.
mated at several millions of dollars agiiinit you by the grand
SMITHLAND.
sixty days next before the 6th day
two parties coming to an agreement.
jury now in
This ended that part of the court's
Over now sampans and junks are session and to hear what the law is
at present. 'The insurgents, it was asof November, loo6, and who agree to
work and the women left to Ingle armissing froth Hong Kong alone. relative to the character
affiliate with the Democratic party
serted, would not agree to any terms
of houses you rangement
s to pay their fines and the
of peace except the annulment of the
anti xgte for the nomiro•es cf saitl The Arguments Began Yesterday Wharves were swept away and houses are charged with conducting. The spectators
attracted in anticipation 04
collapsed. The military 'barracks are court has no province to
primary; also all those who will have
last elections. President Palma would
Afternoon and Will Close By
modify the the court's action
withdrew. It wasthe not agree to
in ruins.
law :Two tolerate any practice which
arrived at the age of 21 years by
Noon Tomorrow.
this condition A wellA Chinese revenue cruiser is ashore is conbeary to the law; it is the duty general comment of the women and known banker said:
the tth day of November, foal and
the
spectators
that the court had
and several Indo-China and Manila of the court to enforce
who expect to affiliate woh the Den.
"The insurgents are still making
the statutes finally taken
the bawdy house quesliners narrowly escaped disaster.
and to do so without other tempering
ocidt
party and agree to eupport
preparations for prolonging the camAt Smnhland yesterday the evition
by
the
horns
and that the law
The harbor is strewn with wrecks than that demanded by justice.
the neminees of said primary; also all dence in
the case of J. M, W'orten, of age thrown on the shore. Hundreds
was to be enforced without further paign, and are fitting out a steamer
those persons who have moved into this city, against
'The
laws
make
the
character
of
the Register News- of Chinese boatmen and their famidelay. West' Kentucky avenue, there- with arms, ammunition and men in
Paducah from some other state and paper company
'willows you tech are charged with
and James E. Wilhelm lies were saved by the bravery of the
fore,
will, ere the year is passed, take Delaware to go on a filibustering
Iteepipg rihimxious and subject to
who will have lived in Kentucky one
Op a new character. The move on expedition to Cuba. The Cuban confor alleged libel, was concluded at police and civilians, but several thouheavy penalties, and there is no such
year. McCracken county 'ix months 11:3o o'clock
sul has sent a representative from the
and for two hours there- sand of the Chinese water dwellers
thing as the beginning or ending of order has been made and must and consulate id Wilmington to
and their respective precincts dryer
see if he
after the attorneys and the court acne must have perished, many within
will be complied with
the offenee. You are subject not only
days next before November 6, 1906.
engaged in the instructions. •
The question is. where will the can locate the vessel.
short distances of the shore. The to fines which can be made
All those who have lost their .regvery
"Mir. Taft will find it a harder task
The argument was opened by At- losses, in lives and property attiring
heavy, but when you continue to madams find new homes and will the than he imagines to make peace beistration certificates which were protorney J. C. Hodge, of Smithland, for the Chinese were appalling. Today
"social evil" grow from being ennead
**Send the law you are liable for conerred at the registration of tgOe may
the plaintiff, and he spoke for one the police stations in Hong Kong are
out over the city. It has not been tween these hot-blooded. stubbewn
tempt .and this means tines and also
procure duplicates from Hiram Snidepeople, who are looking only for their
hour and a half and up to adjourn- etirrounded by Chinese identifying
eradicated
.
tempt, and this means tines and also
ley,`county court clerk; the other
own personal gain, either politically
ing time, and will finish this morning. their dead.
make for the laws; they are on the
classes of voters above referred to
or financially, instead of the future
Mr. J. G. Miller, of this city, will then
Many More Indictments.
The families of the Hong Kong statutes and are to be enforced and
a3 having moved into Paducah since follow
it
for the defense, after which boatmen live night and. day on the
Yesterday
the
grand jury returned welfare of their country My firm belast registration day of toos, or beis my duty as judge of this court to
lief, based on dispatches received toJudge James Breathitt, of Hopkins- rampans, and thousands of the
twenty-on
e
more
indictments and had
peofore that lime and could not register
see that they are enforced. This is
day from reliable agents in Havana.
ville, will speak for the plaintiff and ple axe homeless.
a
hand
full
of
unfinished
ones when
will be required to make oath before
my intention, and to make this fact
is
that President Roosevelt may have
then Col. John K. liendeick, of this
this batch was let loose The only
Chinese take the disaster calmly clear to you, one and all, is why
the officers of election at their reI one made public
to do one of three things, either ancity, will close for the defense. It is and chow no manifestation,* of grief.
war.
against
Grace
spective p.ecincts to the facts in their
have you here now.
nex
ears
the island, make it a protectorate
not expected that the arguments will
Bennett, colored, who is. charged as y
One launch that was capsized had
respective cases and mist in addition
or establish an arbitration board from
"I want to say vhat there has been being an ireceeseery
conclude until about noon tomorrow. 130 Chinese on board. They went
to
attempt
the
of
to such oath prod'uce two witnesses
great complaint made to me as to the Lena Jackson, ?Is°
Washington, to be in power for five
Messrs. Jas. E. Wilhelm, Robert S. drowned.
colored, who we
to substantiate their claim.
location
of
your
housea
The
growth
Jos.
Withelm„ Col.
E. Porter and Atconvicted in the court earlier in the
The river steamer Fatshan drifted
Any party holding certificate from
"It is a great pity that this trouble
torney W. M. Oliver returned from into collision with the French mail of the city has brought what was weeke of trying to set fire to the home
one registration precinct who has
Srnithlarid yesterday afternoon. The steamer. The entire Chinese crew years ago a rather secluded locality of Daisy Martin, also colored, and should have arisen, hut the matter has
moved into some other precinct and
into die very heart of the city. You eremate the woman,
to be dealt with firmly and the govagainst whom
all have been ir said last named hearing of the case began Tuesday, climbed aboard the French, steamer are now occupying ground
ernment of Cuba put upon such a
and houses they had become angered.
September ii, and the litigants, espe- and left Cap*. Thomas, who was inprecinct sixty days by the 6th of Nobasis that these condition, cannot
defense, has been put to an jured, one officer and the engineers to which are altogether too public; are
lumber, leek, will be entitled to vote cially the
in too plain view of one of the largest
occur
again."
,
enormous expense in the way of get- navigtate the Fatalran to Shelter
Two
Divorces Granted.
Bay, traversed streets of the place, near
int said last named precinct upon the
Asked if he thought tha cables from
witnesses
their
there
ting
and
back,
Judgments
for
the
plaintiffs
were
ashore.
where
was
she
blown
p-ocitring of a eertifieste from the ofwhat has become a popular resident filed in
the 'divorce cases of Rubie Havana were censored by the governThe bishop of Victoria, Dr. J. C.
ficers of said primary of the preciect the Run having been brought there by
%Morten, %ben all parties reside in Hoare, was on his way to visit some portion of the city, right in' view of Moore Emery vs. Lorenza M. Emery ment officials, the fancier replied:
'wherein he is registered.
hundreds of children gotng to and and George Fletcher
"No. I cite not say that the messages
Paducah.
vs. , Annie P.
neighboring island's when the storm
The Candidates.
from school, close to the public li- Fletcher.
are censored, but they are read, and
broke, and is reported missing.' His. brary,
The following • named gentlemen
etc., and the fact has made you
BICYCLE AND
V. S. Garner, the furniture dealer, people who criticise the actions of the
launch has been found floating bot- and
nomprose the candidates from whom
your houses very obnoxious to filed a suit in the circuit court
government unfavorably are clapped
BUGGY COLLIDE tom upwards.
yesterthe party is to select its nominees,
the people. They are complaining and day against Harry
into jail. This has made the most loA niegro lad riding a bicycle and a
Uless
for
$254.75
aefiing for redress, and having the law worth
but it is more than like'y that in buggy driven by a young white man
of property and' $50 for dam- quacious Cubans somewhat thoughtful
on their side, the redress they demand e - es. to same.
•some of the contests one or more collided on Broadway just in front of REMAINS OF COL. MOSS
not to say reserved.
The steam yacht Arleen, bought
"dark horses" will appear:
WILL ARRIVE IN OCTOBER and are entitled to must' be given °The court will be in session again
the Catholic church yesterdey afterthem in some conservative way or today to receive reports
Edwin Gould by the Ctiban govfrom
Pol'ice Judge—David A. Cross and noon hate. The boy apparently attfrom the
The remains of the late Maj. T. E. they will secure it in a way that will grand jury and to file other juestmente ernment. sailed yesterday for Havana.
Edward H. Puryear.
tempted to turn across the street in
Aldermen—E. W. Baker, John W. front of the buggy. He was knocked Moss, who died several months since cause you each greater punishment in divorce cases, several of which are The Cuban. consul and Dr. Aron()
Mfacari, of the Cuban legation at
Inttle, Edward H. Hannan, George down and but for the fact he was in Manila, P. I., are en route to this than the way I have to suggest to you due.
Washington, hoisted the national colWillow, C. F. Nieman and P. H. thrown off his wheel he would have place for interment beside the body this. morning.
ors on the Aileen just before she left
been trampled upon by the horse, as cit his wife, who preceeded himetes "There are, I would say, as the
Stewart. Five to be chosen.
Goes Into Bankruptcy.
Henry S'." Crow, through his attor- the harbor. It was seated that the
Councilmen First Ward—H. R. the animal walked all over the bicycle the grave about a year. Dr. Tom etiggeetion I mention, other parts of
before he could be reined up by the Moss son of the deceased, is bring- the city which you could locate in ney, Tom Bullock, of Clinton. yester- newly acquired vessel would be used
Lindsey and C. W. Morrison.
for coast patrol duty. The machine
Second Ward—David illOrrsoy. driver. Spectators helped the boy up leg, the body over and it should which would be less objectionable day filed a petition in bankruptcy
than
your
present
location.
To
drove
buggy
off
driver
the
Ow
and
ref
with the U. S court here. He gave guns were placed on her decks while
Tjrird Ward—Al M.
reach here sometime in October.
an and
the.*-e locations and occupy them his liabilities as $3,670.05 without any she was in the Erie basin.
concern
to
as
without
learn
the
James P. Seganfelter.
might not make you so offensive in assets The E. E. Sutherland MediFourth Ward—Young Taylor, Ern- whether .he had hurt the led or not.
Masonic Representative.
Censorship of Cables Sussiacted.
the sight of the people and therefore clot: company is a mall creditor.
boy,
the
call
for
but
close
was
si
II
est Lackey and Alonzo Cram:la:I.
At a meeting last night of the East- less amenable to 'the laws to which
New York. Sept. at—Commercial
only hie wheel was injured.
Fifth Ward.—George W. Shelton.
ern Star lodge of Masons Mrs. A. W. you are answerable, bun though I can
end
financial men with interests in
Sixth Ward—Charles W. Smith.
\Wight was elected representative to not advise you to seek such places I DOCTOR CALLED GIRL'S
Cuba continue to watch keenly the
FIRE 0 NSTR.'LAURIE
BLUFF AT
School trustees.
situation in the island. Cables sent
LAST NIGHT—DAMAGE SMALL the grand chapter, which meets in drop the hint that perhaps this is the
First Ward—J. Maxwell.
Louisville
next
best
way out of what is certainly al sea
month. Mrs. Harry
The fire alarm last night about 8
Florence Greer. who is in the coune to Havana requesting answers to vital
Second Ward—J. Ashley Robert- o'clock was occasioned by the disoov- Johnson is an officer of the grand of trouble, or Which will become so if
ty jail, is raid to have made a bluff at question's were replied to in the most
son.
you do not adopt the idea as perhaps suicide because
ery of an incipient fire in the cabin of chapter and will attend its meeting.
her fellow, Bigger unsatisfactory manner, and this gave
Third Ward—Robert A. Baker,
the mildest offense you can be guilty Hale, is to be
the Henry Laurie, a small craft
token to the reform rise to comment, especially in Walt
of before the law. I have intimated school. The girl
Fourth Ward—Harry L. Judd.
Burglar Got faci.
moored just below the dry docks and
some way obtained a street. The opinion there was that
Fifth Ward—William T. *Byrd and at about ,the foot of Nfiulison stmma.
A burglar entered the boardirit that you muse get out of the part of small bottle and broke it up and put the cables were all being iubjected to
George J. Moore.
A bed in one of the bunks had in house of Joseph Houser, 1123 Ten- the city you are in _and I, pave hinted some of the glees in her mouth and a strict censorship.
come way not ascertained gotten on nessee street, and. relieved some oi that if you do not intend to comply then declared she had swallowed
Sixth Ward---Dow Watson.
The Times says that the almost
with the laws and mean to continue some. The cottney
fire. The crew on the boat !cat their boarders of about twenty dollars.
Voting Places.
physician, Dr. universal opinion among financiers
to conduct the character of houses Young, was called
, Chairman W. A. Berry, of the heads and inntend of throwing the
and his efforts to was that annexation war, the on'y
you are now charged with, that the save her life
bedding
'attempted
overboard
put
to
cterimittee, yesterday named the votwere
so strenuous she real solution of the ilroblem. The
Deaf Mutes.
laws will he enforced.
out the blaze and also sent in a call
owned up that heir story was false it Times quotes the head of the leading
,ing places as follows:
Prof.
Robertson
H.
B.
.
of the Den- "I ant advised that some of you are was a good
scare and an annoying one Cuban banking houses as saying:
The county court house—three pit- for the fire department. The laddies ville
State school for mutes, was here property holders—that you own the
went to the scene nromptly and timeto Jailer Eaker and County Physician
circti.
"It is rumored in Havana that the
yesterday
with some fifteen scholars houses in which you reside, and this Young big the girl wont'
ly too, for they had to smother the
want to at- commercial element in Cuba advoButler's—tflor Meyer.
he 'had gathered from this erd of the being the fact my suggestion to tempt@ to work,
it again after her exSouth Side Fire Station—At sta- blaze after they arrived. The ,llamage
state.
change your locality 'becomes A hard- perience.
was small.
(Conttnued on Page Eight)

DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY TODAY

ONE THOUSAND SKIii00 FOR
LIVES LOST SOILED DOVES

MEMBERS OF COUNCIL
AND BOARD OF EDUCATION

MANY SHIPS ARE
TEN HOUSES AFFECTED
SUNK IN HARBOR
BY JUDGE'S' ORDER

AGREEMENT

INSURGENTS PREPARING
•
FOR A LONG CAMPAIGN

WORTEN SUIT
VS. REGISTER

ai

find

sprcIDF-.
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A SEARCH IS TO BE MADE
FOR LONG LOST TREASURE
Barge Loaded With Lead and Merchandise, and Containing an Iron Chest
With $6o,000 in Gold, Went Down in the Ohio nearly a Century Ago,
and as It Has Been Located It Will Be Uncovered and Hunt for
Treasure Made.
Eighty-five years ago, before Ow- taken away by the two men, so afensboro had reached city pretensions!ter an investigation they came to the
and long before the primeval forest conclusion that she had sunk. Some
had 'been cleared away from what is expert swimmers dived and found that
now the city's suburbs, and before the supposition was a true one. The
steam bad come into generil use as, question was: "What has become of
a means of locomotion, a keel boat the chest of gold. No trace of the
with a cargo of goo° tons of lead, a watchmen could be foundi, and the reheavy consignment of pig iron and maining crew were left in doubt as to
with $60,000 in gold aboard her, was whether or not they had drowned or
sunk in the Ohio, mi short distance had stink the boat and skipped with
;above Owensboro. In those days the chest. The matter was never setthe divers had not the skill they have tied to the entire satisfaction of the
today, and the numerous devices and losers. The cargo and the boat were
machines to raise sunken boats had abandoned by the crest' after all efn•ot yet been invented', consequently forts to recover the money had provwhen a boat went down beneath the en fruitless. The place where the
waves it remained there. There are boat went down was marked and all
old river men living today who re- passin.g craft would stop and make a
member hearing the story told them search. The natives for many miles
by older river men, but not a one of around Yellow Banks, as Owensboro
whom the writer inquired could give was the called, would come to search
the names of the owners. The man and return laden with lead, of which
who remembered the particulars bet- they would make bullets for their riter than anyone else and could give fles. For many years the cargo of
the best details was Mir. W. I- Faith, sunken lead made the only bullets
the veteran fisherman and pioneer used by the old settlers of this sec.
river 'man. The old boat with its tion On every occasion that a backcat.go of wealth went down just in woodsman would come into town he
front of the farm of Uncle Bill Bell, would never fail to visit the sunken
who resided above town, and who is boat and get a supply of lead, which
living and resides above the city. The he would melt into bullets. It formed
boat had left Pittsburg with a heavy the missile with which he slew his
cargo of general merchandise for New deer and wild game, upon which he
Orleans and way points. In those depended for his, meat.
days merchant boats were numerous
The amount of lead carried on the
and it was chiefly upon them that boat would have lasted as many men.
many families dwelling aloft the river as were. within a radius of a hundred
depended for their supplies. The old miles of Owensboro with bullets for
boat had made her trip safely to New centuries. But the river and time,
Orleans, where she disposed of the in their course, completely covered
last of her cargo. On her return trip
the old boat with sand and dirt, and
she took on lead from the Tennessee
as bullets bean to get cheaper the
to
Ito.amounting
money,
The
river.
soon ceased to visit the old
settlers
000, realized from the trip to New Ordig for lead. Every man
and
hull
leans was carried on the boat and was
the old craft made it a
visited
who
The
lodged safely in an iron chest.
for the chest, but all
search
to
point
captain of the craft carried the key
to locate it. Now for
effortsiailed
the
to
access
and no one but him had
almost three-quarters of a century this
room in which the chest was kept.
old wreck has been lost, and the loThe boat, with its heavy cargo, was
cation has always, in late years, been
cordelled up stream. It took several
in doubt. Not until two years ago
months to get as far as this place. She
was the location again discovered. Mr.
arrived here one bright autumn day
and tied above the city, where she W. L Faith made the discoVery, but
sank. The crew came to the village kept it to himself that he might/kcalto make some purchases and left the lee from it in a financial way. In a
boat and its cargo of wealth in charge few weeks the Owensboro Sand arid
of two watchmen. The boat crew re- gravel company, in which he is intermained several hours and started back; ested, will begin the work of taking
to their boat about dusk. On arriv- tbe lead and pig iron from the river
ing at the place where they had tied bed, and 'while engaged in this will
up, they were greatly surprised to find also make a close search for the oid
that the boat had entirely disappeared. iron chest and its gold treasure.—
They knew that it could not have been Owensboro Inquirer.

A WORD TO
CUBA NEARS
ITS DESTINY THE FAR" :RS
NOW CONCERNING THE WORK OF
EVENTS
CURING THEIR TOBACCO
poiNrr TO ANNEX
BY FIRING IT.
ACTION.

TREND

OF

Awaiting Real
President
Before Taking Action.

•••••rq-

Cyclone:Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS

Crisis Several Barns of the Weed Are Already Reported Burned and
More Will Follow.

Co.,

Abram L Well

The next most important duty of
Washington. D. C., Sept. 19.—That
President Roosevelt appreciates the the farmer to the cutting and housconsequences of intervention by this ing of his tobacco crop is to attend
government in Cuba was disclosed by strict:y to its firing, says the Henderthe prompt measures he adopted to son Journal. In this issue of the
con-pi! the return of the cruiser Den- Journal will be found a brief account
ver s sailors. to their ship. The sail- of the loss of two barns of the weed
ors had been put ashore to guard in Daviess and one in Christian
American in strss in obedience to a county and without insurance. The
request from Me. Sleeper, charge de farmer, it will thus be seen. lose S not
affaires at Havana, and the presump- only his tobacco, but his barn. It is
tion is that Sleeper acted at the direct a pity indeed, that several hundred
instigation of President Palma. To e.ollars' worth of tobacco should be
have permitted the sailors to remain destroyed from the lack of proper atashore would have been tantamount
tention on the part of those who are
to establishing a protectorate and the
to guard it against fire. It
supposed
president was of the opinion that the
matter to work throughsmall
no
is
time for 'taking that important step
months at a great exsummer
the
out
had not yet arrived. He accordingly
and abor. to have
money
of
pense
commanded that the sailors be sent
through carelessflames
in
up
go
al
held
and
the
Denver
back aboard
there pending further developments. ness, or, maybe, worse still, ignorHas few terrors for the resident whose home is equipped with
At the same time all of the machin- ance of the proper thing to do. The
ery of the war and navy departments Journal would urge its farmer friends
was put in motion to prepare for a to exercise the greatest precautions
crisis in the affairs of the island, in the curing of their crops. Then
which is believed to be imminent. again. it would suggest to them. anM'arching and sailing orders were dis- other very proper thing to do is to inpatched to regiments and ships oi war. sure the crop to its full value, so
The quartermaster's and commissary's if .the barn is burned, they will have
bureaus were ordered to make exen- something tangible to fal: back upon.
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
sive preparations for a campaign and In these enlightened times it looks aleverything was gotten in readiness most criminal for one to lose his barn
for a sudden descent upon' Cuba. How of tobacco from fire.
Of eoursc
soon it will be necessary to mobilize there are conditions that cannot be
ships aiid-soldiers in Cuba will de- rcasonably provided against, but at
pend upon events, but when the time the main there is no good excuse for
comes President Roosevelt will be
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,
the loss. Thousands of dollars' worth
ready to deal with the situation firmly
of the valuable weed are lo,t every 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Both Phones 201.Tv South F ourth Street.
and decisively.
year and much of it is fr. in pure
Putting an end 'to fratracidal war cerelessnees.
that is going on is the least important of the president's duties. That
can be accomplished in a few days
After it has been accomplished there
will follow a season of reckoning
which will determine the future status
(Incorporated}
of the island—whether it will conor
republic
tinue as an independent
OFFICIAL TEST OF FILMS DEbecome territory of the United States.
1
CLARED TO BE ENTIRELY
SATISFACTORY.
Congress must decide this question.
The Cuban people themselves will unSUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING F3EIGHT, MACHINAn official test of the films of the
doubtedly be more or less influential
in aiding congress to reach a decision, Gene-Nelson fight have been made ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
because they will be asked to indicate and the results are declared to he
their desires ir, the premises. There very satisfactory. With a powerful
OFFICE SECOND AND hilOb ROE. BOTH PHONES
is no doubt that at present there is clearness the photographs show the
strong sentiment in all parts of the foul 'tactics of Nelson thorighout the
island in favor of anneaxtion. Euei- contest and even the last feul blow is
neSS men, planters and investors have pictured. About a dozen r •unds were
MEW
no faith in the future of the republic thrown on the screen, in -hiding the
as at present constituted and regard last two. Although the son was getSEVEN RAILROAD CONTRAC- the prospect of a change of adminis- 'Ting very low toward the end of the
SALOON KEEPER AT KNOTTSTORS INDICTED BY GRAND
tration through the medium of revolu- contest, the picture* are ‘vonderfully
VILLE HAVING A VERY
JURY AT KNOXVILLE.
tion with dismay. They are sure that clear. With remarkable detail NeiSTRENUOUS TIME.
the victors will assess the cost of the son's butting peed roughing are shown
Tenn., Septeo.—Th' revolution against their properties, all through the fight. T1-e foul blow
Knoxville,
Knottsville has been in a turmoil Federal grand jury today reported in- Were they sure that that would end in the forty-second round which gave
Thorough
No theories taught but actual business from the start
for several months, and especially dictments against seven railroad conmight regard the proe- ,ho
-ictory to Gans is distinctly cources in bsfrokkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmansiiip, cogthe win
since a saloon was established there tractors and persons connected with:
le efttebreiteog
it eetma
heyblackmailed with tranresponder:e,-apittling, commercial law banking, arithmetic, grammar, etc.
by J. E. Hazel and a few backers, ac- construction camps in Blount County. quility, but other revolutions are cerJack O'Brkte who saw :he pictures
Cal ot write for beautiful new esti-tog.
cording to the Owensboro Inquirer.
Those indicted ore: Robert B. Oliv- tain to follow and each would be il- tested, said: 'it was a left punch
There was trouble over the effort er James Noland, Martin Condon, luminated by the same old story of that did it. Ir's as plain as day."
to show that Hazel had no legal lic- Carl Burger, G. S. Nighbert and Gor- oppression and extortion.
The last scene of all shows Gans
on the floor. Then the
ense, and then there was more trouble don Harrison. most of whom are conwrithing
So long as Cuba accepted her deswhen the criminal court met. Hazel nected with prominent Tennessee tiny and her government remained crowd attempts to enter t'e ring. but
was fined $542 and costs for one viola- families. The surprise' in official cir- sound and performed its functions is kept outside the ropes by a corps
tion of the law and there are new one cles was the failure of the grand jury with at least a show of honesty and of gun-bedecked people ''ho looked
or more indictments_ pendin_g_againat to report an indictment against W. loyalty this government was hound to too formidable to pass. .When Sider
him. Nor are these all. i-le is now J. Oliver. the millionaire cotitractor, uphold her. It is not improbable that makes the official apeouncement.
arccharged with stealing apples or taking who is at the head of theconstruction President Roosevelt and his advisers "Gans wins." the negro's ,,econd‘
them from premises to which he 'hal railroads in this section. Witnesses, would have been willing to step in, seen waving towels.
no right. The complainant' is Ed however, swore before the grand put down revolution and restore order.
Ease and speed in doing a thing do
Mattingly. former marshal of the iury that he has visited the camps not without its short lease of life had not
town. The trial was set for Monday exceeding once or twice, * and that betrayed symptoms .of disregard for not gime the work lasting solidity or
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALDIFRS
that exactness of beauty.—Plutarch.
before Esquire Adam Hawes, but it there was the best of reason to be-Ats duty to the United States
overlooked.
not
could
—Plautus.
has been postponed until, Thursday. lieve that he was fully cognizant of
White Ambulance for sick and injurid only.
The Cuban republic was established I
The orchard from which the appes the practices,, but the evidence did
office and residence 213 South 3rd Street.
by President Roosevelt.. He super- I
were taken was the property. ef the not erow that he knew anything
States supreme court is expectUnited
arrangements
the
of
detail
every
vised
of
Mattingly
late Mrs. Crouse and
aemp conditions. •
leading up to and attending the Mau- ed to retire voluntarily during the
ciaims he had all right and Hazel
Warrants for the arrest of the men
Palma. No ;present year. His health has feen
none to the orchard and accuses indicted were placed in the hands of guration If President
career since ;bad and he feels that he can no 1..f144his
notable
of
act
other
Hazel of entering the premises and Deputy U. S. Marshals Bolton and
president gave him so much er perform the exacting duties of his
became
he
taking the apples.
Brewer and they vi I leave Wednes- satisfaction, and he celebrated it by office without... endangering his life.
But Knottsville has other troubles. day morning for the camps which are
sending to congress a message invok- .During the last term of the court ins- INSURE WITH -An effort is now being mate to get located htirty-five miles south of ing the
good ill of the people of the tice Peckham was so ill that it was
rid of Town Marshal Joseph Evans. Maryville, in a wild section of moun- United States for the newly launched ;extremely painful for him to attend
:who was imported from Deanefield, tain country.
republie. The president profoundly ,the daily sessions. Instead of imwhen the sa'oon was started as I
Reports are current that R, B. Oliv- hoped that the Cubans Would emerge 'proving during the summer vacation
sort of equalizing or neutralizing er and three other of the seven men from the oppression and barbarism I he has been getting worse and very
force. He was to keep. down the indicted have fle,-1. the country.
that marked their career under Span- !recently he let it be known that he
not
ruffianism that was known to be inThe ftrst coutt in the indictments ish rule and show themselves equal 'will retire this year. He can
cident to the presence of a saloon. It charges that each of the defendants to the. demands of their new estate. retire under the age limit until Nois now charged that he is no exem- did, on July to last, "unlawfully. He has watched over them with the vemiber 22, 1908, and therefore his Office 306 Broadway
Phones:Offic. 385--Residence 1696
plar. In fact, several of those who kniawingly and feloniously hod in a solicitude of a father and' while his 'voluntary resignation will deprive hiM
were instrumental in getting him to condition of peonage Henry Clay An_ trust in their ultimate destiny has of the benefits of the pension which
Knottsville r ecently furnished the i n- derson. by forsibly compelling him, been submitted to numerous rude congress provided for members of the
they
formation on which he was indicted, by means of threats, intimidation shocks, he believed that eventually supreme bench who served until
old.
years
70
were
The
hopes.
his
_A they wou'd realize
for being drunk while in the official cruel treetment armed guards ants
there is a story current in
charge of his duties. He has already other forsible means, to remain ,diplomatic relations between the two I Already
that Attorney General
,Whshington
bn,
have
w
p
years
been fined by the police judge of ogainst his will at and near a place'republics for three
will he appointed to succeed ••
'Moody
perand
treacherous
by
marked
been
Knottsvi le on a similar charge. known as 'Oliver Camp No. 5', in
'.Ittstire Peckham and those who are
by Cuban officials,
acts
Now the attl.nrpt is being made to Blount County, Tenn., by then and, I fidions
.,
'
,
'familiar with the president's ideas
lent
have
exception,
witnout
almost
411
discharge the marshal.
there exacting and compel ing of the 'themselves to schemes of exploita- about the matter believe the story is
There, has been bad feeling in the said Anderson the compulsory per-1
ition that were distinctly favorable to accurate.
little town ever since the saloon was formance of labor, which compulsory
i European powers and tinfavrIrabie and I Chief Justice Fuller and Associate
established, and the feeling has labor was exerted. and compelled for
re!even menacing to this government. Justices Harlan and Brown are to
grown worse instead of better, as the Robert 13. Olive.r, B. Oliver and W. The question the' president will have tire shortly, and thus President Roose
saloon's evil influence is more keenly J. Oliver, for an alleged debt!'
;to decide, therefore, is whether or not, ;vett will enjoy the unusual prerogative
of the
and directly felt and peaceable citil if the existing status of Cuba's inde- ,of naming an actual majority
associ-'
Two
court.
the
zens fear that there may be bloodshed
of
personnel
guaransome
maintained,
IN'PREMIUMS
If you wish to reach the highest, !pendence is
ate justices, Holmes,and Day, are his
or a murder before the saloon nuishe
not
Must
faith
good
future
nf
Itee
AND PURSES,.
begin at the lowest.—Syrus.
ance is abated.
raise appointees. If he should name ReFame is the perfume of heroic I exacted. That necessarily would
Harlan.
thc further question of the responsi- publicans to succeed' Fuller,
Everyone has his taints ,but we do deeds.—Socrates.
Demo:hility of the guarantor and by the time Brown and Peckham but one
TROTTING AND RUNNING RACES DAILY.
,
Louisiana.
of
--White
remain.
will
crat
not see the wallet on our own backs.
hardly
it was thrashed out there is
rattillps.
It is said that truth is often eclipsed' reason to dotthl that congress would The expectation is that the presideftt
Magnificent Exhibits and Other Attractions. t.
will meet the political aspect of the
.,to misfortune, but ad- but never extinguished.—Livy.
Yield 1
decide in favor of annexation. '
sale
manner
a
in
complication
judicial
1
.
against
wretched
more boldly
Whatever we give to the
country.
..LOW, RAILROAD RATES..
- welend to fortune.—Seneca.
I Associate Justice Peckham of the stactory t.) the
.
....
t "
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BE SUREWOUfARE RIGHT THEN
FALL IN LOVE.

•
•
4

People are not always in love when .own heart, and that what he imagthey think they arc. So far as is ,ined to be true and imperishable love
known, no statistics have yet been'was bu:t a passing fancy, says Helen
scompiled upon the subject, but all the Oldefild in the Chicago Tribune. Men
ievidence goes to show that compar- who propose on the spur of the mo-'
stively few persons, men or women, ment frequently live to regret their
Marry their first loves. The average i Impulsiveness. It has been well said
man falls in love with several girls, that to marry the first girl with whom
sione after the other, perhaps, even with S one falls in love is like plucking a
!two or more at a time, and falls out !daisy from the lawn outside the gate
again, more or less easily, before he 'before seeing the treasures of the rose
-marries. His love may not be recip- garden. Thackeray says that "Every
rocated, the lady may say "No," or, man ought to be in love a few times,
'baying said '"Yes," may change her and have at least one sharp attack of
mind, or he may change his before the fever." Quite apart from the peranything serious comes of his fancy. sonal equation of imprudence, a hasty
So it often chances that there have proposal is by no means an 'unmixed
been four or five young women upon compliment to the woman to whom it
.4—.0., ,
,r •4,,-,,s1 for a longer or shorter is "
,irt,.. 71,0 rp-,n ‘...1,0 sst-s that a
period he has looked with admiration woman shall marry hint almost before
as the one and only, the paragon of he knows her, certainly before she has
her sex. Yet, after all, he has mar- had time to decide whether she wishes
tied none of these, but another, and I to know more of him, deserves to be
his eking so has probably been for- . properly rejected as a just rebuke for
tinate for all concerned—the women his unseemly haste.
"Thom he did not marry, the one I While an engagement is far and
mom he took to wife, and last, but away a less serious
matter than is
not least, for himself.
I marriage, and commits no one irrevWhen a man believes himself in ocably, still it should be regarded as
i
love he is wiser, not to mention —his , of sufficient importance to demand
belief either to the object of his af- forethought, judgment and careful
fection or to any confidant, however consideration in the making as well as
trusty. it is better to endure the hesitation in the breaking. For when
tortures of suspected love and. uncer- vows are broken the smashed pieces
tainty for a considerable time, which rarely fail to cut and bruise, even
in this case means time for considera- they - do not wound cruelly. No man
tion, than to propose marriage and re- has any business to ask a woman t,,
frret 'the proposal later on. Suspense marry him unless he is certain of his
as unpleesant, but prudence may pre- own wish and intention to make her
serve a man from agonies much more 'his wife; no woman has any excuse
to be dreaded than suspense, such as for saying "Yes" to such a proposal
come when, after having spoken, he without the full meaning to be a true
discovers ,that he has mistaken his and loyal wife to her lover.
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be Denied:

York when and where to meet me in
H untington.
"Mr. Clawson registered at the Flor4
entine hotel under the name of C. E.
Wilson and I introduced him to '11f1r.
•
VISITS OHIO SPIRITUALIST X.' under that name. It was the first
AND TALKS TO SPIRIT OF time that I had met 'Mr. X.; and as he
BROTHER.
had only known of me since April it
was certain that even he was in thc
most re. dark as to my history. 1 had careOmaha. S I,, Sept.
markable story is that which David fully instructed MT. Clawson in the
Abbott of Omaha, a member of the method of asking questions so as to
American Society for Psychical Re- reveal no information between lines.
search and a magician of national re- As he was an attorney he proved an
pute, tell‘ of Mrs. E. Blake of the apt pupil. and I was soon certain that
little, village of Bsadrick. 0. It is I need have no fears on that score. I
• story that has to do with psychic was present at all of the sittings and
phenomena and Mr. Abbott vouches 'heard every word, so that any inforfor the absolute truth of every word mation the voices gave I knew must
of it.
be obtained by some means out of
Mr. Abbott has made a life study of the ordinary channels.
the tricks of professional mediums. He
Describes Four Sittings.
"Before describing what followed I
thinks there are none, however clever,
who could fool him with their per- will state that we had in all four sitformance.. Yet be *emits that Mrs. tings with Mrs. Blake. This one,
Blake. an old woman of obscure ori- which lasted only twenty minutes, one
gin and -mean surrounding*, who for given in the evening after the arrival
years has been an invalid, baffles him of Prof Hyslop, one tht following
completely.
morning at to o'clock and one in the
In company with Prof. Hyslop, sec- same afternoon at 3 o'clock. The first
retary of the American Society for three were held in Mrs. Blake's home
Psychical Research, and George Claw- and the last one was given aerots the
son of Kansas City. he went to the river at the office of 'Mr. X..' where he
Ohio village and made a thorough in- had taken Mrs. Blake to sit for a phovestigation of this extraordinary wo- tograph.
man.' performances. While he—doef _"At the first sitting Mrs. Blake
Tint express a decided opinion as to placed the trumpet with one end of
what she did, yet he admits, by im- her palm and the other on the palm
plication at least, that it was beyond of Mr. Clawson (Wilson( In a mo- wa •- certain that my name was prohis power to understand or explain.
ment Mk. Clawson said: 'How heavy notn.ced.
Ab Ki•t Tells His Story.
that is getting.' Then it began movTalks to Daughters' Spirit.
Mr. Abbott then tells the story of ing upward and Mfrs. Blake said: "Mr. Clawson now took the trumpet
the wife of an humble farmer, a wo- 'Someone desires to speak to you; and a voice addressed him and said:
man who has been the devoted' mother place that end to your ear.' Mir. 'I am your brother.' Mr. Clawson
• 4
of fifteen children, who has never been Clawson did so and Mrs. Blake placed said,'Who else is there,' and the voice
.0 more than twenty miles from her own the other end to her ear. Her lips answered, 'Your mother.' He again
home more than once or twice in, her were tightly closed, but I at once asked ,'Who else?' and the voice said.
•
life, who lives in an obscure little heard a whisper in the trumpet ad- 'Your baby.' He then asked for the
'village called Bradrick, 0.. a village dressing Mt. Clawson.
baby to talk and give its name, but
"Mr. Clawson then said: 'WW1() are could not understand what was said in
so remote from the beaten track that
• a
the only mode of access is by a row- you?' I could not understand the re- reply. Finally a voice (seemingly a
boat ferry across the river from Hunt- ply, but I heard Mr. Clawson say: girl's) addressed Mr. Clawson. He
ington. W. Va. It is the story of -Mrs. 'You say you are my brother? You thought he understood the name 'EdE. Blake, who has been a wonder and say you are my brother Eddy?' I na.' Now ,Mr. Clawson had a dead
a mystery to her friends for fifty supposed at the time that this was an daughter with whom he was extremeyears.
error, for I did not know that Mr. ly anxious to communicate. Her name
"For many years," said M. Abbott, Clawson had ever had such a brother, was Georgia Chastine and she died a
'Ibis wonderful woman remained hid,- hut afterward when we were crossing few years ago, just after graduating
den in her little home, visited by the river Mr. Clawson told me that from a school of dramatic at
thousands of persons. Yet among the the voice said plainly that 'this was his
"Mrs. Blake did not keep the trum'hundreds who visited her not one of brother Eddy,' and that he had a pet to her car all of the time, but at
them ever gave her case to the world. brother Edward who died at the age times let it rest in her hand and placed
"After receiving several letters -.con- n'f two years.
her palm against the end' of it. There
taining wonderful personal experiSends Message to Mother.
was no cessation of the voices at such
ences I became firmly convinced that "After the voice gave this informa- times and her lips remained tightly
this must surely he a case'entirely out tion it made some further remarks closed. When the trumpet lay in her
•
of the ordinary, and I resolved to see which Mr. Clawson could not under- hand the voices seemed to me to origand investigate it. I wrote Prof. Jas. stand, so he said to me, 'You take inate in her hand, but when it was
M. HyslOp, secretary of the American this end of the trumpet and sec if to her ear they seemed to me to origSociety for Psychical Research, and you can understand what they say.' inate at her ear."
gave him an outline of the case. I I was sitting directly in front of 'him
found him deeply interested and anx- and I did as he directed. A voice adious for an investigation. Meanwhile dressed something to me, but I could
AN ACROBATIC STYLE.'
I did not reveal to him the name of not understand the articulation. Finally I understood? the words, 'Can't
the lady or the location.
New Dance Is Promulgated by Amer"I determined to make this investi- you hear?' I replied, 'Yes; who are
ican Society of Professors.
gation at once and to conduct it on you? 'The voice said, 'I am your
mothsuch lines as would entirely remove brother and I want to talk to
Dancers who want to be up to date
She possibility of any kind of trickery er. Tell her--'
in dancing will have to get busy and
was
assurance
sentence
being employed. To make
"The balance of the
practice pole vaulting and high jump'doubly sure, I determined to take a inart;culate and I asked, 'What shall
ing. It would not be amiss to go out
gentleman with me entirely unknown I tell her?' The voice then spoke
and watch a steeple chaser hurdle the
and to take him under an assumed plainly, 'Tell her that I love her.' I
in order to get in form for the
bar
name.
then asked the voice to give me its
stunts which are to be maks.
acrobatic
the
Pay Visit to Woman.
name, but could not understand
dancer thk season. The
of
a
ing
"The gentleman I selected was Geo. reply. I gave the trumpet to Mt.
41°
Society of Dancing ProAmerican
underMo.,
could
WI. Clawson of Kansas City,
Clawson to see if he
in session at New York
now
fessors
-who, like myself, is a member of the stand. The voice kept saying to Mt.
the dance of the seathat
decreed
has
broth.my
Psychical'
Retalk
to
American Society for
Clawson, 'I want to
from any prediffetent
be
must
son
search. I did not reveal to him Where er.' He gave the trumpet back to me
twist. They want the grace of
'be was to go, with the exception that and I asked,'Who do you want to talk vious
an antelope, the gazelle, the swan init was to be within too miles of Cin- to?'
into the waltz and say that the
cinnati, until two slays before start"The voice pronounced a name that jected
is
the thing to do it, says the
jump
reing. I then merely wrote him that I could not understand, but kept
Star.
Mlattoon
we would go to Huntington, but gave peating it until I heard the name
charmer need not -be surfair
A
ladys'
reDavie,'
the
names.
did-orroCtell
Wm
I
'Brother Davie, Brother
no
the midst of a dream turn
in
If
prised
name or town until we arrived in peated two times and then finally the
should manifest
Huntington and had started for her
'Brother Davie Abbott.' around her partner
jump over her
inclination
to
insane
an
village. - Just before starting from 'Abbott' was then repeated a time or
engr-serl
merely
may
be
he
,for
Omaha I wired. Prof. Hyslop in New two. These names were plain and I head
in putting a little of the gazelle into

•
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BY HELEN OLDFIELD.

When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified 24! BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
to be correct. Every lump is of MAIN AND FOURTH STREET. LOUISVILLE. KY,
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over S. P. POOL,
L. 0. STEPHENSON
night and it don't clinker. No slate PADUCAH
UNDERTAKING CO.
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
no bad odor in the house from
Both Phones No. 110
203, 206 S. Third
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your Mineral Water
money. Let us quote you prices.
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his web-footed rendition of the light
fantastic.
The dancing professors threaten to
taboo the hop waltz or even do something more dramatic to it in order to
promote grace in waltzing.
Dancers rejoicing in physical architecture like unto that of a hungry
greyhound will probably excel in the
jump waltz. Any dancer whose mediums of locomotion might be compared
to the running gear of a katydid will
be the pride of the ball at the festivities of the corning season if the jump
waltz makes good in localities other
than Red bog, Ariozna. Those who
last season followed the fashion as applied to dancing and adopted .the jig
waltz and later adopted the hop waltz
are prone to think that the latest
move of the dancing professors is an
effort to get back to the peculiar style
of the blessed St. Vitus.

WITH CRUSHED — STRAWBERRY, PEACH. PINEABPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.

HAYES
SEVENTH AND BI:OADW 4

miles, is being made by the Louisville and Nashville 'Railroad Company. The overhauling is the result of the new rate bill, which requires that the road shall file with
the ;Interstate Clommerce Commis.
sion a schedule of its tariffs. These
must comply w;th the general provisions of the law, and many minor
and some important changes are
said to be in proces of evolution.
The work is being rushed as rapidly as possible, as the time for
filing the schedule has already passed.
Most of the roads were granted extention of time, however. The
Louisville land Nashville has employed about fifteen extra clerks to
assist in the changes, and at the
headquarters in this city the work
of revising the tariff of the whole
system is being done.
Nothing was given out concerning
the changes yesterday at the offices
of the company. It was said that
no time had been fixed for the completion of the work, and that not until that time will any statement be
made of the changes in rates.

INDIANS TOLD THEY
MUST BURY HATCHET

Fighting Tribes in Arizona Will Be
Suppressed by the Government
Washington Sept. 18.—In accordance with a recommendation of Supt.
Lemmon, of the Moqui Indian reservation in Arizona, the commissioner
of Indian affairs has directed that
the hosti'e members of the Orabi village be located a few miles 'distant
from the village, where they will' be
out of the way of conflict with the
"friendlies."
Mr. Lemmon was also instructed
to warn the Indians remaining in tilt
village that they should not molest BLUE GRASS FAIR, LEXING4
TON, KY.
the other faction, and both parties
On account of the Blue Grass fair,
are informed that they must keep the
peace until all difficulties are adjust- i Lexington, Ky, the Southern railed.
!way will sell excursion tickets from all
It is announced that the superin- :of its stations in Kentucky on Sept.
tendent has an adequate police force 17 to az inclusive, at rate of one first'class fare, plus $25c (minimum soc)
for that purpose.
for the round trip, with return limit
Sept. i2s.
NEW RATE BILL
Unusually fine exhibits and interCAUSES CONFUSION
esting races have been arranged for.
lEveryone should attend the Blue
L. and N. Making Complete Rein,
Grass fair.
Meet
spection of Tariffs to
For complete information call on
New Law.
'yet& local ticket agent.
LotmisvlIr 11C,y., Sep. lg.—PractiWhat the law insists upon, let it
cally a complete reinspection -of tarifs, with a general revillon in ached- have of your own free will.—Terrace.
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THAT PLEASES
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NEW-
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KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.
samttnistranal

ILLINOIS CEYTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN
Louisville, Ky.—Southern recept
tion to William J. Bryan. Dates of
sale, Sept. to, IL and train No. 104 of
Sept. 12, 1906; iiThit Sept. 15, 11900.
Round trip rate, $6.gs.
•'
Toronto, Ont., Patriarchs Militant
& Sovereign Grand Lodge I. 0. 0. F.
Dates of sale September 12th to 15th
inc:usive, 1906, limit September 24th,
lock; by depositing ticket and paying fee of $t and extension can be
secured to October 24th, loco. Round
trip rate $22.05.
Louisville, Ky., Horse Show: Dates
of sale September 30th to October
Oth. 1016 inclusive, limit October 8th,
x06. Round trip rate $8.9).
Louisville, Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale September 3oth, October tat and and,
95ctober 6th, toad. Round
1906. limit .0
trip ra m
e it
4t6
Lexington Ky., Fall Races: Dates
cf sale October 2nd to 13th, tsin6
inclusive,- limit October 14th, 19O.
Round trip rate $9.35.
-it
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they must engage in an honest call- the -best that other cities shall send,
and a strong delegation should be
ing. The gbod work has but begun
there to represent the heavy interests
11.
and it is up to the good people of of this busy and enterprising, as
PUBLISHED BY THE
well as opulent, community, in the imREGISTER NEWSPAPER CO. the c:ty to say whether or noz it shall provement of the Ohio. There are
(Incorporataed.)
contmue and Paducah made a place and -can be no rival interests in this
matter between the upper .mid and
At Register Building, 523 Broadway wherein parent's may not fear to rear
CALLS ITE MEMBERS, SUPPORTERS AND FRIENDS, FOR T.1-IE
lower Ohio sections. The lataer sec•
tion has, we feel bound to declare, MUCH BUSINESS OF MINOR
TWELFTH CONSECURTIVE YEAR, TO ASSEMBLE IN CONoleo children.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
suffered from discrimination in faVENTION.
NATURE WAS TRANSTreasurer
JOHN WILHELM,
vor of others. But let Ow eationb.w,
ACTED.
Appeal for Christian Self-Denial.
if we get a complete river improveROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
This is in accordance with the ac- if made, as we believe it will be, will
There are a number of good people ment project devised. That project
fon of the association at its eleventh mark the commencement of the end
once devised and adopted, work
Entered at the Postoffice of Paaduwho,-will think the writer of the article
should be -in simultaneously on the Traction Company Wants to La, annual convention, held at Cairo. Ill., that the people of the valley have,
cale Ky., as second-class mail matter.
; November 15-17, 1905, where an in- through the Ohio Valley improveTracks on.. North Twelfth—
quoted below entirely too radical, but upper, lower and -middle sections, and
ivitation to hold the twelfth annual ;mei* association, been striving to atProgress of Street Work.
there is some good advice to chrise be pushed to the earliest possitale com$5.00
One Year
I meeting was extetaded by the inercan- ,tain for the past twelve years, and 3
pletion.
2.5o tianss nevertheless. The article is a
Six Months
aleile, manufacturing and municipal ati- ;nine-foot stage of water form Pitts"The
Ohio
Valley
Improvement
as5.25 communication to the Louisville Post
Three Months
thorities of Portsmouth, and by reso-.'burg to Cairo, so long a theory, will
sociation has done valued service in
The
board
of
public
works
held
a
.zo "While the forces of civic righteous- securing from Congress recognition
One Week
,lution unanimously accepted.
become an established fact.
meeting
yesterday afternoon. Much e
Anyone fading to receive this paper ness are futile]) trying to keep on the of the just claims of the river and of
You, no matter what your business
Therefore, with the -belief that your
minor
business
was
considered.
The
.or occupation in life, whether you are prosence and
regularly should report the matter to lid in this great city, perhaps. it would the valley which is rightfully termed
counsel will benefit not
only me-mber absent was President a merchant, a manufacturer, a
The Register Office at once. Tele- be well to refer them to •a bit of his- the workshop of the United States.
mine only your personal interests and the
Wilhelm.
tory, Which seems to be repeating Conga:es has ordered the United
owner, a land or boat owner, or earn interests of your particular locality
phone Cumberland 318.
The Traction Company asked for your- living by the sweat of your
itself, at, intervals, with some varia- State enoineers to complete the surand 't'he entire valley, we, in the name
tion-% and yet easily overlooked or vey of the river to Cairo, and to re- the privalege to build a switch on brow, are interested in the business of the Ohio Valley Improvement assoforgotten, Some years ago the citi- port at the earliest possible date its North Twelfth street. The. request which calls this convention into bone. elation, and tinder the -authority conThe question it will deal with is the veyed to us by the
zens of New England. were wrestling findings on the bases of both a six- was referred- to the general council
municipal. mercana
with the problem of the civic Sunday. foot and a nine-foot stage. Congress the board considering it had no pow- improvement of the Ohio river, tile and manufacturing interests of the
contending
christian
people
were
which
spells
The
trantoortation—cheap coy of Portsmouth, 0., most cordially
w'll, at its very next session, have this er in the matter,
against the railroads- for running report .
The tracks of the Traction Corn-'and reliable; and the question of invite and urge you to be present
trains on Sunday in violation of the
"Important to every interest in puny at the corner of Fifth and 1iladi- transportation is the most important at the convention on the dates indiSunday laws. when the railroad com- Louisville is the improvement of the son and Twe•fth and Trimble streets :one before the people of this country cated above. Yours respectfully,
For City Judge.
i and of the world. Whatever affects
missioner of -the state of MaseachuWe are authorized to announce setts called attention to the fact that river. It will lessen freight rates on being too dose to the sidewalas ti. the transportation facilities of this OHIO VALLEY IMPROVEMENT
both land and water, and benefit every company was ordered to move them
ASSOCIATION.
the first train that ran on Sunday resident of the produetive and exten- and place them as instructed by the !great valley of the 'Ohio touches its
D. A. CROSS
cheisthe
instigation
of
economic
itte
the
at
the
very center.
was at
sive country tributary to this city. In Oty engineer.
ITEMS.
as a candidate for the office of City tians themselves. It was this way:
I The Ohio river improved (and that
the Ohio valley lies the center of popTwelfth
to
the
•
street
from
Salem
With full krowledge ef t!-e imporJudge of Paducah; subject to the ac- "Many prosperous business men of ulation and the center of manufacts what you are asked by this call to
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec- the city of Boston had their homes in tories in the United States. The Ohio Cairo road was reported graveled I lend your aid in bringing about) will tance of every convention hela by this
non to be laeld Thursday, September Brookline, a beautiful little town not river and its tributaries furnish 44°6 according to the original contract. It give to all people of the \milky cheap as'F'Iciati'"'• from the one that initiSO.
far from their commercial metropolis. miles of navigable waters. These wa- had failed to stand inspection when rates on its waters, and serve as a aled the movement for an active, sysregulator of railroad rates for hun- tematic and continuous campaign for
They could easily run- in and out of ters drain 210,111 square miles of the offered for acceptance.
Street Inspector Elliott was in- dreds of miles of territory on each the improvement of the Ohio river to
We are authorized to announce the city to and from business by rail richest territory in the world. It is
on week days. but the Sunday began the fountain head of American su- structed to cover to the grade of the side of its banks. You are interested. the- last one held, the officers of the
ED U. PURYEAR.
For twelve years the Ohio Valley association are strong in the belief
drag heavily for them at home, it premacy in trade. To maintain that street the culvert placed in Cross
to
es a cand?date ter the office of City
They became dissatisfied supremacy it is of vital national im- creek at Caldwell street just as soon Improvement association, aided by the that the tv..elfill cenvention will be
seemed.
Judge of Paducah; subject to the acmental and financial _support of public- the most important in the history of
with the religious facilities of their
as tfie cluvert is finished.
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec- suburban residences, longing for the portance that we tie up the Ohio valspirited
citizens of all the ;cites and the association.
repairing
a
bridge
on
matter
of
A
ley
a
nine-foot
Gulf
by,
stage to the
tion to be held Thursday, September superior preaching and' musicia/s. and
sections
of states that border the enTransportation, t he chief question
of Mexico and to the Panama canal." North Tenth street was referred to
20.
the greater enjoyment! of the Sabbath
Street Inspector Eliott if he fount tire length of the Ohio river, has la- that this convention will deal with,
in. the great city of literary and econ investigation that the city had to bored unceasingly for a just recogni- has, during the past year, been given
tion by congress of the importance of great prominence by national legislaThursday Morning September 20. clesiastical
Judge Reed is to be most highly keep to bridge in order.
the river to the welfare of the people tors, and cheap, reliable and uniform
petitioned the railroad commended for his action yesterday
they
cult-ire."Thn
The I. C. R. R. company was orof ehe valley, which is rightfully rotes for carriage of freight and perofficials to let them have a train to
to put in good condition the known as the
dered
in
red
arraigning
madams
of
the
THe Red Light District.
the
work shop of the Unit- sona has become a national issue.
oarry 'them into the "great hub" on
light district and giving them to un- curbing and sidawalk removed in ed States. That recognition was pracThe chief element in the prosperThe moral and lawabiding people of Sunday morning; and, of course, it
placing a sewer from Harahan addi- tically accorded by the Fifty-eighth ity of every state
bordering the Ohio
was done—they can get anything they derstand that they must vacate. The
Paducah are to be congratulated over want in this country. That was- the decent citizens ace back of Judge tion to Cross creek and also till the congress, which, in the rivers and river is that of cheap and reliable
depression caused In the property.
excursions.
harbors bill passed by it gave great transportation. With the over imthe deCisive action of Circuit Judge begirrning of the Sunday
'Reed and expect to stand by him and
City Engineer Washington called prominence to the Ohio river.
proved, every merchant, manufacturThese christians made at a 'necessity'
the red fcr their own religious pleasure, and every other officer irr the city who up the proposed grading and gravel
Reed towards wiping
Under the provisions of this bill er, producer and consumer throughout
other Sunday excursi ,ns have rapidly shows a disposition to aid in cleaning ing of Ninteenth street from Broad- -there was appointed a board of U. S. the entire valley will be benefited, for
light district on West Court street.
way to Guthrie asenue. hut it appear- engineers to complete the survey of the question of cheap transportation
up the city.
ing that the council had To passed the river and to report at the earliest will he forcefully and finally solved in
"In the chrtseans' great battle for
Some; months ago The Register
necessary ordinance at was left possible moment its findings, as to the this great valley of the Middle West.
ovic righteousness in this beautiful
It looks very much as if we have the
began a crusade against those resorts but wicked southern metropolis some
feasibility of improving the river, on
to go over.
The attention of the entire counreached the age of I in this country.
the
basis of a six and a nine-foot try has been forcefully called during
as
.4ces5icoming
in
are
things
other
people
permisthe
good
Holmes
was
granted
Mr.
and vigorously urged
The hoard
has practically the past year to the necessity of rate
ties' that make it very difficult to se- All our great men are talking about tion to place some needed doors in 'stage
of the city to rouse up and demand cure prompt. impartiai and entire Ian. themselves. — Memphis
completed its work, anti it is expected regulation and legislation. No matCommercial the electric light plant building.
that its report will be submitted at ter what your bueiness or oc4upation
that those places of infamy be sup- enforcement. The desire and the de- Appeal
The city engineer was instructed
the
next session of the Fifty-ninth in life may be, you, too, are interested
mand' for liquors with their meals, in
Yes, we have been thinking of writ- to se:I some brick the City owned to congress.
pressed. We detailed some of the some irsstances; the luxury of the
in rate regulations and rate legislation.
Company
for
the
Southern
Bithulitic
ing an outobiography, a la Mark
It is important that all interests— Prominent members of both housesorgies Indulged in by the inmates and 'weed,' the soft drink•s, the cooling,
use
on
North
Ninth
street
in
the
mercantile, manufacturing, mining. ag- of congress are on record that the
refreshing ice creams, etc., to say Twain.
street railway track.
their visitors, among the number be- nothing of the 'necessity' Of a Sunday
ricultural and municipal—should show most effective rate legislation is waA called meeting of the board will their desire for, and concern in, the
`diserinvinations' of the
terways improvement.
Censorship of Cuban cablegrents,is be held this week, as Members
ing many mere lads. We also said shave—The
largey
improvement of the river, and in no
are
citizen
moral
christian and
The Panama canal will open to the
.
Taylor and Langstaff expect to be
•re convincing way can this be done Ohio valley new and extensive mar?
that the species of immovality indulg- in evidence when the civil authorities now suspected. This may ar..64:Mttlt
for the varied and conflicting reports absent from the city next week.
than through the twelfth annual con- kets, to which the natural and econoto give es a really civil Sunday.
ed in at those places would almost try
vention of this association.
"Will you allow this scribe, who, from the obstreperous islands.
mic route ut via the Ohio and Missisa
been
century,
has
The efforts of your association for sippi rivers to the gulf You -I pay
half
nearly
a
for
France.
put the demimonde of Paeis,
the fiscal year beginning with the your proportion of the cost of time caeroclaimer of personal and civic right"Music hath charms to soothe the
to shame. The Register urged the entisness. to suggest a few things to
close of the Cairo convention, Novem- nal, and if yet expect to receive your
savage breast.- and the music of. an
ber 17. leoe has been chiefly directed Proportion of the benefit you must
decent peop'e to awake to their op- his 'brethren?'
in gathering statistics of the present lend your assistance in wetting the
'"It is said that an example is the ice wagon's gong at 6 a. m. arouses all
portunity to rid the city of those pest most potent method of teaching aril the savage in a man.
freight movement on the Ohio river. ,imprevemem of the Ohio river.
and opinions from commercial inter- I Railroad Rates and Informsdon.
houses, and said Ciat if the good peo- accomplishing any moral and religious
est% of all classes as to the value of
good Why not, then, begin here, in
A special rate of one and one-third
The merry war between the Mesple would only make known their this matter_ of Sunday observance, to
and use that would be made of the
senger
and
Monitor
at
Mayfield is VERDICT OF CORONER'S JURY river When its igation, -by the
y. P
*
Keene ifircikrm
V:ciri4
atiViintginei
liaMais.l
ndivndinilL
wishes to the officials that they would 'practice' as well as 'preach?
esternprovement Comeneelated antl in pro- PentielV3nia has been accorded by
"The great religious commoner of still in progress. How interesting!—
IN
DEATH
OF
BEYER.
soon act on the matter. It takes pub - modern times, Dv.eght L. Moody. to the contestants..
cess of construction, would be depend- the line, of the Central Passenger asable when these improvements were sortat'4in.
F: sentiment to eradicate evil and to waned to his meetings on Sunday
completed. This to the end that there
rather than present an' example of
When perch:sing tickets to Ports-.
Quite a number of Democrats have Man Was Found Dead i i Bed on
bring about reforms.
might be some base to calculate the reeith, paying therefor el!' fare, ask
Sunday desecration by riding in a carGovernment Lighthouse Tender
prospective tonnage that would be 'ticket agent . for certificate This beriage or on a street car. Sunday ex- expressed themselves as only intendBy constantly hammering at the
Yesterday.
carried on the improved Ohio river.
cursions are now 'lawful,' it seems, ing to vote in the city judge's race in
comes an oreiet for return ticket for
The report of the Ohio river board. ,one-third regular rate
evil, the attention of the public was but they are surely not always 'ex- today's primary.
pedient' for the christian. who desires
soon attracted to those places, and to secure a civil Sunday.
Coroner Frank Eaker yesterday
No Booze Today.
afternoon late held an it- ,uest upon
r.ot only the press, but the pulpit also. "There a-re some things- not yet setThis being an election day under the retie:tins of C. B. Beyer, who wail
tled in the minds of many as `necessiurged the people to speak out, and ties' and 'mercies.' But may they not the laws the saloons will do no bus- found dead in his berth ot the govsoon a strong heathy sentiment was he duly obsveyed, so as to give the iness—that is not if they observe the ernment lighthouse tender steamer
Lookout early in the morning. The
cigar stands ('he confectioneries, the law.
created and then the machinery- r,f ice cream vendors 'a rest,' as well as
verdict of the jury which heard the
'evidence presented was that Beyer
the courts began to. move and now the barbers, and ourselves, together OLDEST POSTAL CLERK
with the common laborers? Why not
BURIED YESTERDAY came to his death from some natural
tile proliPeets are bright for wieeig deny ourselves these small Sunday
cause unknown.
INFORMATION IS DESIRED BY MAN WHO DRIVES SPRINKthe larger John P. Maury Succeeded to Honcr
secure
order
to
in
favors
The dead man worked on the LookKANSAS CITY OFFICIALS
LING CART BEAT "MAN'S
tFe district from tile heart of the
and better Sabbath liberty?
out as second engineer, his brother,
After Death of John D.
BEST FRIEND.'
immoral
rethe
city. For thirty years
James Beyer. being the first engineer.
"Will not that sort of 'discriminaStasaburg.
Tuesday night at 8:3o he went off his dreW. Allen, Formerly of Paducah,
sorts have flourished at their pres- tion'take out tat least some of the
sting in Judge MeCann's decision,
Louisville. Sept. 1g.—Tne funeral watch and retired. He not appearing
Dies Suddenly of Heart DisNegro Had a "Ramor" and it Coat
ent locations. but The' Register has and help the city government to ex- services of John P. Maury, who, since
breaktfas4 yesterday morning about
ease.
Him $25 Plunks to
and
his
berth
was
viaited
o'clock
always contended that the officers ecute the Sunday laws fully and im- the death of John D. Strassburg, was
Tote it.
found lying as, if asleep
Beyer§
was
partially?
the oldest post-office clerk in the
could suppress them if they made
the
time
cold
in
death.
At
the
hut
Chief of Polioe 'Collins yesterday
"So long as we indulgeoureelves in United States, held at the residence,
river received a letter advising him of the
the proper effort. Backed by the courts those 'little tendencies to anarchy,' iota Seventh street yesterday morn- Lookotit was in the Tennessee
Another charge of cruelty to aniabove'mentioned, the lawless element! ing. The pallbearers were selected mar Gilbertsville, Ky., and Capt. J. E. death. in Kansas City. Mo.. of a young
and the law, it is a very easy matter
now seemingly in the ascendancy, can from among Mr. Maury's associates 'Hall at once ordered the boat to this man named George Allen, who is mals was tried et Judge Puryear's poto enforce the law and a new era twit us with our failures, and with in the post-office. The burial will be port for a proper investigation of thought to be an ex-Patlecalhan. Ac- lice court yesterday. Joe Murphy,
Beyers' death and disposal of the cording to the letter Allen died sud- colored, who drives a sprinkling cart;
some degree of propriety repeat in in Cave Hill cemetery.
seems to have dawned in Paducah.
On arrival here Undertaker denly lest Sunday night of heart
body.
n,
ca
our faces the old proverb, 'Ph ys
Mr. Maury was zeventy-six years Nance Was called and the body re- ease and though an effort was. made was fined $25 and costs for beating a
thyself.'
:Leal
horse.
The good people of Paducah
old and was appointed a clerk in the moved to his establishment and, the
by telegraphing 'to find his relatives
If the lid' is to stay on in Louisville,
Will Williams, colored., VI'a mulctLouisville
post-office
With
in
1854.
investigation
coroner
called
an
and
should not rest- content with seeing the christian people must get on it
here there was no response. The let- ed to the tune of $25 and costa
for
the exception of a lapse of three made with the result stated.
SEWER."
ter was written with the hope it would toting a hidden razor—a
the initial step taken, but they should and stay on ;t.
dead'y
The deceas-ed was about twenty-six accomplish the result- desiked.
years he had served continuously ever
weapon.
v•-•
since. He was employed in the ma•l- years of age and unmarried, lie was
get together in an organization and
George Allen, aiccording to the letThe other cases ) on,, the doaket
Of Interest to An.
ing disesion and was a devoted friend a native of Defiance, 0.. but bath been 'C, was supposed to have left Paduprepare to follow up the good work
were: La A. M. Grief, intsance disin the government service working on
On October ta and 18 the Ohio Val- of latr. Strassburg, who deed a few dredgeboats in various capacities for cah about six or foe v c n years since. It missed: John and May Moore. cOorweeks ago. Mr. Maury is survive,
in every direction. Wipe out the
is believed' he was a son of one
'
by
ley Improvement association meets at
some time. He 'had 'been here much George Allen and Grace Allen and cit, failing to support a child, continsaloon dives and gambling he's. Too Portsmouth. The object ef the asso- a daughter and two sons.
lately and had made a number of' haat a brother who once worked in n ued; Edna and Pinkney Childers, disHis parents live in Wood- hank here., He is. described as about orderly conduct dismissed against
friends.
deepening
many wrecks have occured in Padu- ciation, the improving and
Placing Him.
and they have been ad- 35 years old, slender in, figure, weigh- man and $25 and costa against wife;
Ore.,
burn,
citall
,is
to
of interest
"Something tells me." dectares the
cah for the good people to remain of the Ohio
vised of his death and asked for or- ing about one hundred and thirty-five Charles Hill, steambOatmate, for
ies along the stream, and Paducah young man with the deep-set • eyes ders as to- disposal of his body. The
poonels and being °bent five feet six assaulting a negro, continued; Wylie
• s'lent any longer. Other young invi
and the poetic hair, "that I have
sbould send a large delegation.
parents formerly lived in Florence, and a half inches high. He was dark Coleman, tolored,
concealed.
known
you
in
a
previous
existence.'
are on the downward path and Nell
Ala.
What ia said in the following editocomplected and had dark hair. It is
"Ah," says the )oung woman. wearcondition
All the indicationsoand 'the
thottght he worked for the' I. C. R. R.
go to destruction unless the peno'e rial , from the Louisville Herald of i'y, "and did I givc you a penny while
The man who does not kcal) hia
of Beyere' body when found pointed while living here.
to
Louisville
can
.be
twell
applied
as
you sat on the hand organ, or did J to death from heart disease, as he lay
insist and demand that all unlawful
Allen's body is at the Eyless under- appointments soot discovers he has
Paducah:
feed you peanuts .11 the park?"
with.his hand upon his heart.
taking establishment in Kansas City, no apphintment to keep.
Paces be closed and those who are
"The meeting *ill he important, not
MO., being held to await claimant by
'engaged in the, business of making alone in the object to be promoted,
If he be well insured' he can be enIf we find ourselves in the slough
A rich man may be a poor man relatives.
and a poor man may be a rich man.
Who knows the dead -man or his ef despond, let us make an effort to
14ctims of young business men and. but in the character and number of dnred.
Self-conquest is the greatest of vic- Ibis may seem paradoxical, hut truth relatives? Chief Collins would like to get out of it, and there is
the men who will serve as delegates.
no time
others be given to understand that Louisville has men in plenty equal to tories.—Plato.
generally does.
know.
like today.
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LAST ALL DAY LOST IN WRECK
(Inciertakers and Embalmers,

I

PERSONAL MENTION.

4-

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MIS- ACCORDING TO LATEST RE- TWENTY THOUSAND PERSONS
SIONS MEET AT BROADPORT FROM THE SCENE
PASS THROUGH THE
OF ACCIDENT.
WAY METHODIST.
GATES.

•,
•

Very Enjoyabte Time Assured— Engine, Tender, Baggage and Mail The Exhibits Are the Best Ever Seen
South of the Ohio
Cars and Smoker and Day Coach
Everything Free and No ColRiver.
Plunged Into Raging Torrent.
lections Taken.

g

Dr. I.. B. Howell:
.i in Atlanta, Ga.
Rev. G. C. Perryman is home from
a visit to Cave-in Rock, Ill.
Mr. A. J. Bauer has gone to Chattanoogo, Tenn., on business.
Mrs. W. R. Smith, of Centerville,
La., is the guest of Mrs. Gus Sanson.
Miss Eva Bauer will attend the
Belmont college for girls at Nashville.
Mlanager A. L. Joynes, of the Cumberland Telephone company, returned
last evening from a trip
Kuttawa.
Mfrs. Joseph A. Miller, wife of the
circuit clerk, returned yesterday afternoon from Pembroke, Ky., where she
was called by the illness of her sister.
Postmaster Key, of Mayfield,passed
through yesterday en route home
from Birdsville and Smithland.
Mr. Moses Schwab returned yesterday from an eastern trip.
Miss Cuthbert Roach. of Gracey,
Ky., is visting Miss Sallie Weaks, of
North Fourth street.
Mr. Tom Bullock of Clinton. was
in the city yesterday. He was here
to file applications in bankruptcy for
a client or two,

130 S. THIRD STREET

•

PADUCAH. KY

Louisville, Sept. 19.—Twenty thousDover, "Okla., Sept. lg.—At dayThe missionary societies of the city
hold an all-day meeting at the Broad- light today no bodies of victims of and people vindicated the men who
way Mkthodist church today. Dinner yesterday's Rock Island train wreck have been the means of bringing the
The variety shown by us afford the widest range for seleodon,
will be served to their friends and . had been recovered, but it was believ- State fair to Louisville by thronging
ed two persons had been drowned. Churchill Downs and setting the seal
no collection taken.
our
prices are very low indeed. Be sure to tee the adv.:a:ageu we
of enthusiastic approval upon all that
The principal themes to be dis-!Hank Littlefield, a circus man, and a
are offering this season in silverware.
been
accomplished.
had
last
The
cussed are foreign and domestic mis- !negro car porter. The injured are be- doubts in the
minds of the officials
sions. The service will begin at 9:30 ing cared for at Kingsfisher, Okla. were set at rest when, with the openresiThe passengers were nearly all
o'clock 'this morning.
ing of the'gates at 9 o'clock, the popdents of Oklahoma.
The program will be as follows:
ulace began arriving in a continuous
The collapse of the bridge was due stream that put over to,000 people
Voluntary—Choir.
Ninety and Nine—Solo--Richard to the high water in the Cimarron within the barriers by noon.
river. The river is falling as rapidly
It was children's day, and the name
Scott.
Talk on Foreign Missions—Rev. as it rose and the bridge will be re- proved no misnomer, for the juvenile
paired and the submerged cars raised element was present in force, and
:44 Dr. Blackard.
ALLEGED DESERTER
'7•wwee Address—Mrs.
gave an aspect of activity and cheer0. Sweatman. presi- today.
TRIED TO SKIP
fulness
moving
was
to
crowd
the
that
injured
are:
Tlhe
dent.
Address—Mrs. Julia Miles. division 'Mrs. Robinson. Enid, Okla., bruised markedly evident. They swarmed in
Deputy U. S. Marshal Wade Brown.
groups of threes and fours, in pairs
i bodly.
secretary.
who
took the alleged marine deserter,
ubiquitous,
and
in
units;
they
were
—"New Year's" serVices were held
Address—Mre.• Fannie Dunn, divis- I George L. Wright, Denver, badly
Frank
Crane, to Norfolk, Va., last
and
there
fair
was
the
corner
of
not
a
last
night
at
the
Synagogue and there
bruised, head cut.
ion treasurer.
that did not yield its tribute of inter- will be services again this forenoon week, is home. He reports that
arm
Comanche,
T.,
I.
Brown,
C. W.
Music—Choir.
Crane made an attempt to get a•vay
est to their inspection. On the whole, at to o'clock.
Paper on China—Mrs. Will Ander- wrenched.
and that though he had a fair chance
they were ,well behaved, although
—Ed
Grant,
colored,
died
of
colTexas..
Dallas,
Mrs. C. E. Hushler,
son.
1
some of the boys kept the fruit ex- sumption at
Riverside hospital yes- did not succeed because he was
Ilitlifesl AwditI
, injured_
Missions in China—Miss Anna back slight.)
hibitors busy guarding tepipting pyratraid
to
leap
from
the moving train.
WORLD'S FAIR
David Lang, Hlillsboro, Tex cut on amids of apples and displays of terday. He was 23 yeors old and a After that the officer
Webb.
was less lenient
river
man.
His
body
was
buried
in
ST.LOUIS
arm.
and
Paper on Korea—Miss Mildred Da- head, back
grapes from nimble fingers. In the
‘rith him. Crane NNas the marine who
vis.
C. W. Bacon, Enid, Okla., arm dis- grand stand also, while the races were the county graveyard.
—John Leavell lost his temper last c,rne here to see his alleged sick
being run, the shrill treble of youthRround Table Talk—Led by Mrs. located.
evening
down on Market square and mother and overstaid his leave of
Three-year-old child of Mrs. Kate ful voices drowned the deeper roar
J. T. Newer.
made
the
section blue with oaths he absence through getting into trouble
heard
from
usually
at
excitement
of
that is
Selected Realing—Mre William Sells, of Payne, 0., strangled
threw
at
M.
Marx. The police got end being arrested by the police and
the track.
Eades.
c:ects of water, cannot live.
Leave!l
his
for
indiscretion and laat
Ahead.
Prospects
Fine
Paper on Brazil—Mrs. Dr. BlackEngineer Iles, cut on head.
night
he
cooled
off
in the city "coolthat
supposed
not
be.
must
it
But
shoulder
fireman,
Recently Enlarged
rd.
Simon W. Byron,
BOY DISAPPEARES.
the children had it all ,to themselves. er" beneath the big clock.
WIT /1
neck.
and
head
on
Items
of
cut
dislocated;
Interest—Miss
Happy
•
large
The grown-up folk were out in
—The work on the County's -San25,000
Newell.
New
W. H. Spitzer, Enid, arm sprained
Words
No
Trace
Can
Be
Found
of Youth
numbers, and had all the boys and itarium. which is the name by which
New Gazetteer of the World
Talk on Missions—Rev. William and fingers cut.
Who
is
Accused
of
Having
still
there
home
would
gone
girls
with more than 25,0(0 titre, based oat he
the new county poor farm is to be
Armstrong.
The engine, tender, baggage and have been left a mighty crowd of
Slain His Cousin.
latest census returns.
known,
is
0
progressing
well.
The
left
coach,
day
iBenedietion.
mail cars, smoker and
New Biographical Dictionary
adults. The attendance was such as
Maysville, Sept. to—Chester Savcontaining the names of over 10.000 noted
Dinner will be served from t2:31 the 'high bridge that spans the Cim- to fully satisfy every one concerned, buildihgs are very attractivei from
persona, date of birth, death, etc.
roadside.
age, who is accused of having shot
to I:3o o'clock and at a o'clock the arron river and plunged into the cm- and the promise is that one the super- the
Edited by W.'T. RARRK Ph.D.,LL.D.,
and killed his cousin,'William Savage,
exercises will be resumed. The af- rent, flanked by treacherous (1uick- ceding days, for each of which the
United States Commissioner of Education.
Southerners.
is
still
at
large.
was
He
seen
here
ternoon program will be as follows: sands
The lo'-motive disappeared program is of stronger and more va2380 Quarto Pages
The present time is a slack one for
New Plate& 5000 Illeatrstbew. BJCS Studio"
Voluntary—Choir.
from sight almost immediately. The ried interest, it will be maintained the home trade, but OUT visitors from yesterday afternoon on the wharfboat,
but
disappeared.
Some
think
he
Devotional exercises.
mail and baggage clerks escaped from with increasing numbers.
Needed in Every Home
the states have manfully stepped into
Among the visitors to the fair dur- the breach. Their demands, however, drowned himself, anal others that he
Talk oa home missions—Rev. Wil- their coaches and swam to the shore.
Also Webster's Colieglete Dictionary
boarded a freight train. He is the
jus Firm
uss Innenume.
liam Fields.
T-he accident was doe to the defec- ing the day was Thomas A. Knight are very limited in scope, as I discov- son of Frank Savage, a
Regular
StutiOn Tzars% babas. Signings
Methodist
Address—Mrs. J. Greer, president tive condition of the bridge which of Lexington, who saw the opening ered by a visit Ito the leading houses preacher, located in.
Ds
Lure
Ectoasuas,64%In Primer& tram
Pendleton counmorning and in
rale elm.., as bible paper. 1 beewIltal Mediae..
Home Mission 'Society.
London. The women buy dresses, ty, and conected with the family of
was swerved out of line by the pres- of his local show in the
see
to
Louisville
to
down
ran
then
FREE,-DielkenryWrnalei"Iflsdpeasidets.
Mountain Work.—Miss Lula Smith. sure of driftwood carried down by
irsillinery, gloves and little knickwhat was doing here. Mr. Knight knacks of jewelry. They save about that name Throughout the state, three
G. O C. MERRIAld CO..
Our Schools"—Mrs. F. M. Mc- the swollen stream.
of
his
uncles
being
Chespreachers.
spoke in terms of highest praise of so per cent' on the dresses., and the
40
Publishers.
was
Springfield, Mae*.
(,lathery.
and
late
'hour
an
was
train
ter
was
The
a
dime novel reader. The
•
Ihe State fair, and expressed amazeLocal Work—Mrs. Char:les John- running at high speed to make up ment at the size of the crowd. He. jewelry is of a type which they can- coroner's verdict was the man was
to* obtain in the provincial American murdered, but does not place the deed
son.
the time.
said:
towns from which our august guests on young Savage.
Music.
acquitted
certainly
"Louisville has
mostly come. Clothing is what the
Pictures,
CertiftcatPr.
Diplom
Settlement Work—Mrs. J. T. Lane.
herself well. I am astonished at the mcn mostly bey, and they are willing
Wares and Oil C Plo a,
Supply Work—Mrs. B. H. Scott.
splendid &splay you have gotten 0- to ply More than they would a few KENTUCKY TOWNS IN
KITTY BASEBALL LEAGUE
Local Work—Mrs. Sadie Gentry.
Mottos Imo C
gether, and the attendance is most, Joel,* ago. It is acknowledged that
Framed right up to da. in five ml.
encouragingly large. I should think.
Selected Readings—Mrs.
B. r
of
well-fitting
cost
clothes
the
made
utes time at the
Yes, we had a big crowd at Lexing- iro London of excellent material is at Hopkinsville. Henderson, Owensboro,
Dash'.
Madisonville and Paducah
ton this morning—one of the biggest most half that of the some articles in
Onr Homes—Mrs. F. R. CunningWant Places.
I have ever seen.
ham.
the states. A feature of this year's
Remarkable.
Show
Horse
aresellay.
Interesting Items--Mrs. Chamblin.
incursion is the great number of visitEvansville, Ind., Sept. 19.—It is
Most of the departments were com- ors from the southern states. A few
Talk and Benediction—Rev. T. J.
plete. This was the case with all the years ago 'hardly an American traveler probable that several Kentucky towns
Owen.
That run-down, tired feeling is the
FARMERS live stock, the great number of en- would be from the south. At the will be in the K. I. T. (Kitty) league
MERCHANTS AND
tries occupying every available stall present moment about eight out of ten next year. Among the towns 11',1BANK MOVE TO NEW
The M. E. Ladies Aid wil give a
and pen on the ground, including the are from, places farrious in the records tio,vd1 are Hopkineville, Henderson, first symptom of MALARIA, :ake
QUARTERS
social on the lawn of W. L. Bower
extensive extra accommodations that of the civil war. Shop-keepers much Owensboro, Madisonville and Padur. Farley street Thursday evening.
mad been provided. Secretary Bowles prefer them to .tile northern visitor. cah. The last named town has been
September so. Refreshments and othhad to wire several intending exhib- They approximate more nearly to the in the league since it was organized,
and will be in the league again next
er attractions. Everybody cordially Building Formerly Occupied by Am- itors that their entries must be withEnglish type, are not so self-assertive
erican German National Bank,
invited.
drawn, as there was no room for their and are equally good business men year. It is likely that there will be
Now Used By Rehkoff.
on!), one Illinois town, in the league
display. Horsemen were amzed at and women.—London Daily Mail.
next year, Cairo. Several Indiana
the collection of show horses that
towns are mentioned, among them
had been gotten together, and. spoke
The man wh I starts life with great
The Mechanics and Farmers hank. in terms of highest praise for the man- expectations does rot -1-twaya. Sel' the being Vincennes. Princeton., Huntingwhich has been doing business in the agement that had secured such a va- Mississippi on fire; it Is frequently burg and Boonville. A few southern
IneLana towns and central Kentucky
quarters of the American German ried and select aggregation.
I! me
the man who has only his own exer- towns close together would certainly The specific for all malaria
the
in
articles
arrangements
of
The
National bank since its organization
on
t
to
depentl
that
inalass
hs
rne1os
11
the
(111
league
pay.
mileage
as
the
entirely
department
was
not
cured others. Will cure you.
tlwee years ago, is to move into a w(iman's
would be then a small factor in exOR SO IT SEEMS—WIFE OF home of its own. The bank has finished, but a very representative dis- mark.
pense.
play was made. The work of creatREV ALEX PICKERILL
bought from Mr. Earnest Rehkopf
Price so Cents Per Box
ing order out of the chaos of articles motion and color. Here the barkers
MAKES COMPLAINT.
president of the E. Rehkopf Saddlery
KILLED BY YOUTH.
entered in this section of the fair has have their realm, and in stehtorian
Company, the old American German been an immense undertaking, but to- tones bid the gaping crowd behold
hank building, which the company day the last touches will have been the marvels that are enclosed within Negro Brakeman is Shot to Death at
Were Married Oinly a Few Days named occupies for a counting room.
Guthrie.
put on the exhibits, and everything canvas walls or wooden sheds for the
Ago But Aged Bride Says He
'I he buildng c sutably • and nice'y will be open to inspection. Thousands small price of just one dime.. Al- 111Per ---rpirn.
Cursed Her.
furnished for a bank building, having of women viewed the specimens of though the Wilderness Road was not
Guthrie, Ky.. Sept. 19.—Yesterday
a servicable vault and the Mechanics the handiwork of their sex yesterday officially opened until evening, some Dan Moody, a white boy aged 20.
zed Farmers bank is fortunate In se- afternoon, and the expert criticism of the more enterprising exhibitors shot and ki•led brakeman Smith. colA few nights since Rev. Alex C. curing it for use. The removal w;11 passed upon the embroideries and oth- got ready for bossiness early, and did ored, of the L. & S. in the railroad
DRUG STORY.
Pickeril: and his wife, Mrs. Anne B. be made as soon as tee saddler) com- er dainty articles was often interesting a rushing !trade during tfie after- yards. The negro and the %boy had
Among
noon.
these
were
King
Phato
hear.
an altercation and the negro is said , Seventh and Jackson St. Phone
rickerill, were wedded in the south- pany removes its office to otho quarrerah, the educated horse. whose halfFruits and Vegetables..
to have struck Moody who secured a
ern end of the city. Though the hus- ters.
Under the betting shed the fruit and hour seances were largely attended. revolver and fired a linnet into a vital
band is seventy-ewe years old and
attracted many pleased and who gave great delight by his Foot of Smith's body. M'oody'is
vegetables
the wife only about twenty years
L. Se
spectators. Apples and grapeoseemed wonderful mnnielliltation otfeintelli- N. yard clerk. He surrendered
St.000 FOR
OFFERS
to
ounger—both old enough to be good
midget
gence;
the
Prince,
barely
more
and
exhibits,
by
prevailing
RETURN OF SON. to be the
the
proper
authorities
and
taken
was
-one toward the other—they are to
than
two
feet
high;
Elam, the fat
today many other fruits of Kentucky
DENTIST.
to the Elkton jail.
have an airing of family troubles hi
soil will be in place. One of the in- girl, who tips the scales at close on
Ole city court today. This will follow Walla Walla. Wash., Merchant in Chi- teresting features in this department 800 pounds; and the camels attached
'
a the arrest last
cago Seeking His Kidnaped Boy.
Back to Nature.
night of Mr. Pickcrill
is a group of black pyramids made up to the Oriental show, on whose lumpy
I,
too
tried the Simple Life,
have
hacks
rode
the
children
:or abusing his•Nvife. by as is charged
sense
with
n
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
of dusky diamonds mined from the
Chicago. Sept. 19.—R. LoBrittain. a bosom of the Bluegrass state.
I fret not at it. rigor.;,
of adventurous thrill that es:pressed
in the warrant, with cursing her, the
Co., 3015 Broadway.
charge having been iodized by the wealthy merchant of Walla Walla,
On the lawn behind the grand stand itself in little shouts of mingled fear But, Oh .1 kick at all the wire
Poe*
of
reward
offered
a
has
Wash.,
surprise.
and
I've
had
in
Ighting chiger
wife before Judge Puryear. The acthe scene was one of lcaliedoscopic
the return of his five-year-old son,
cused spent last night in the city -jail for
believed to have beeli lkidnaped and
not being ahile to make bond for his
held in 'Chicago for ransom.
appearance today.
The child was kidnaped July re near
the Brittain summer home at Tollgate,
CALLED MEETING OF
Oregon. He was offeredi candy by a
EDUCATIONAL BOARD. stranger and was lase seen toddling
A called sessiion of the board of aosay,
stray r' biv fineer claspe,1
4
•education was held last night The in hs mall
board met in its chamber in the Wash
or
c.
!Ws
neneeentin--,
ington school building. There were Wis.,
Chicie9
only seven members present. The of tl.s. search The 'Harrison strew:
only busness dsposed of.yeas the let- police 'believe the once hid the kid;ting of the contract foil the supplying naped boy in custody. He was taken
of the schools with coal for the year. to the- station after being found on
There were five proposals received, the "erects. Later a mart went to the
but the contract went to the Union station," said 1* was the laciyOs father
Bel/ company, IR. Mitchell, manager. and took him away. Re said he was
at 9 cents for not and to cents for going to Stair Lake City. Utah. hnt is
lump, the board to pay for the weigh- believed to he still in 'Chicago. The
ing. all of which is to be done on the child found by the police tallied in
clty scales.
clescription with the kidnaped boy.
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Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules

- ..•'e, *I'Aged Bridegroom's
. i
Love Grows Cold

BACON'S

Dr. Sidney Smith

•

Now is the time for you to fill your coal house.

Lump 12c, Nutll lc

• Besi. Kentucky and Illinois Coal

Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehall'and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT."

M Cunningham,

Phones: Old 960, New 24g.

_
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Th;rteerith and Adams Street

I,
.

A PEON MONTE CRISTO.

SOME GOOD EATERS.
NEW

PEDRO DREAMED OF GOLD AN D MEAT (OPO CON CARNE)
AND FOUND BOTH. NOW A ME XICAN MILLIJNAIRE PATRIOT.

ENGLAND APPETI
NOT DELICATE.

HE WAS UNIQUE,

1.

TEBIZE'EL'S WAY OP TELLIIIII
THE TRIIT.H.

Stempel, an Herbert Tansy said from
Eighteen Eggs Fried Were Only an the very first, was absolutely unique
ranay took all the credit for the diso0vAppetizer and Far from the
(By Silas E. Snyder.)
sry,
as he does for almost everythieig
Record—GreatDestroybut he does not boast about it so much
Back in the Sierre ellacere mountaine ble and cement. Meat was now in
era
of
Food.
now.
'two days' journey on moleback from sight; for Diego was wise in his igOf course all the men in the &Sae saw
Culiacan, the capital of Sinaloa, Mex- norance arid knew that he had found
The
men
who
do
the
hard
work
and
ico, is a gold mine of wonderful rich- a rich antigna, for the old Spanish breathe the bracing air of down east that Stempel was entirely out of the
ness owned by a Mexican peon named miners didn't wall up worthless mates. have never been matod for delicacy as ordinary when he owned up to a mistake in an entry that cost the firm over
Diego Maldonado. The mine is an hind a vast growth of cactus he dis- whimsicality of agpstite; but sosne
antigna, a name given by the Mexi- covered an old dump pile. Pursuing cent exhibitions of food destruction $100 to 'settle. Stempel was salting from
cans to the old abandoned Spanish this lead he fourd the entrance to a have excited the wonder of the natives Tom Putozee order book to Dixie, the
mines so frequently uncovered by
The next day Le borrowed from his and the admiration of visitors, says a bill clerk, and he quoted two-inch Lyons
galloon at three cents when It should
prospectors in these days of frenzied. master money st:fficient to pay "De- Halsor (Ma) report.
gceO hunting, and previous to its re- nouncing" (filing his claim on) the
other night a tall, gaunt man have been eight. Paxton makes his
-discovery (by Diego it had lain idle land surrounding the find, thereby ens wandered into a Bangor lunch room, Is and a a goad deal alike anyway, but
for two htmdred years or more.
•slavire eie-sclf and wife for years, and after scanning the bill of fare for be's too valuable a man to fire and It
lois Diego was a laborer on a great hut he said ieot a word to anyone some minutes, hesitatingly asked for seemed as if somebody would have to
magvey plantation and as he was al- ebout the mine. Then he ran away to some fried eggs. Ie ate what was go. Dixie thought it was his mistake
evaysein debt to his employer, he W3JS Culiacan, filed Les papers of "de- sot before him, and liked it ao wet and was in a great flurry about it, but
pra-Oieally a slave, for to owe money aouncernent" and, bought a pick, a that la ordered MOM than more and Stempel, when he looked over the book,
wrong
in Mexico makes the debtor a bond- hammer and some drills.
more, and no as mall lin
oomosiood said at once that he had 'ailed it
and went and told the whole works so.
lila 17' and he belongs both( and &old to
In September ,1( oe, an English syn- six orders.
Ids creditor if he be unfortunate dicate headed by
Duke of WestAs they serve fried eggs in th.t Well, the oldgentleman must have been
Maldonado fif- Wench room the six orders comprised to a good humor,for he only told Stemnnorgh to belong to the peon class.
minster offered I
For twelve years Diego labored in teen million doll:
.
his gold mine IS fried eggs, 12 snow of bread and pel to be more careful next time. That
shows the sort of fellow Stempel was.
the hacienda for a few centavos per in the Sierra Madre, but he only six cups of wets*. When he had InNi had the peculiarity of being absowill
of
the
coining
at
and
tall
man,
who
was
from
!shed,
the
going
laughed.
day,
lutely
truthful.
hut
Ins master. ealf starving in his
"What do I want v ith your gold?" Prince Edward Island, carelessly reThere was one thing about Stempel.
len :he hill. ,huo happy when he had esked Diego. "I have mountain full marked that be was not feeling very
though. He wasn't extravagant with
ple:•o• of coffee and tobacco to 'eke of it and can help myself when I like. well that night, and as he didn't tansy
the
faculty of speech. One of those
low his diet of corn cake and beans. If I took your money then my trouble the boarding house grub he hal oome never Bay-nothing-to-nobody sort
of felthings
something
get
li..;ht
better
town
to
Over
to
for
Diego
longed
But
would begin: I would have many lawlows.
Went
about
his
business
quietly
antl. file Oliver Twist, he hankered yers to look after my fortune. many tempt his appetite.
and soberly, never laughed or joked
The captain of a coasting schoosaer
for ('eat. Once he stole a piece of clerks to care for my business, much
much.
n
,e
told
000k
le
Bangor
dried goat flesh that ;eine- on a string distress to keep it from leaving me in the port of
One time Dixie was telling a story
in tee patio of his master's house. hut and my hair would blanch with the buy a roast of beef, some bt ufsteak and about an uncle of his who was a great
with
a
cabham,
together
some
sliced
horrible
thc major demo saw the
care of investments. N. I \till heee
swimmer. He said be swam 15 miles
bage and other vegetables and foul
biolse
the chief's shotflder the mine."
cri se
•and
up the Mississippi river against the
did
as
he
was
dozen
eggs.
The
cook
hoe.
grnhhire
wi•li a
strongest kind of current and towed a
of
his
He
built
keep
stone
at
a
stout
roast
beef
tot
ordered
and
served
the
Then Ditgo ha( to lie -in the hot on
log raft that had drifted away from its
the hill and oroke cigerettes while •eire's entrance. had a steel vault door dinner.
moorings by a rope held in his teeth.
T, there and armed men to guard
platter
was
ate
until
the
The
captain
'hi. wife labored in the field. But he
Dixie said his uncle did that 15 miles in
wants
Diego
't
,41-.):
and
night.
When
as bare as Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spratt two hours,
liaeoereal - Ile -h. and while he hanknineteen minutes and some
mine
takes
money
he
his
into
the
men
looked
then
made
it,
and
could
have
'ete d the hie • oeled‘him and he went
seconds, which he has forgotten.
ore,
which
is
sufficient
breaks
off
and
and
asked:
Up expectantly
to 'hem. Evcre morning he went
Tansy had to drag Stempel into it, of
"Where's all the rest o' that truck?"
abreid with his pickawee and pecked immensely rich. The smelter man
course. He asked Stempel what he
he
goes
to
the
hands
him
a
check
and
bewildered
asked
the
truck?"
"What
-at le rocks in Setentrione canon. He
thought of it I guess he was trying to
had a 'hunch Oast gold miglet be hid- City of Mexico. where the little brown cook.
make trouble. Stempel shook his head
replied
the
wife
lives
in
a
palace.
stun,"
an'
other
"Steak
den there, and with gold he could
and went on addressing envelopes.
It is this man who offers to build captain.
buy meat and freedeme so he pecked
"But what do you think of It?" Tansy
"Why, I supposed you wanted them
away at the rock while the little warships for his native country, to pay
persisted. "noel you think that was
supper,
)r—"
for
thing
brown wife toile(! among the maguey off national debts and to do other
pretty good swimming?"
"Supper be hanged!" roared the skip.
-plants. The sun cursed at him from great things. lie 'owns the fastest
"Well," said Stempel, slowly and so
supper.
else
for
something
"Get
per.
a bressy skyeand the cactus tore at his yacht in Mexico and will enter her for
berly, "I don't believe It. No, sir, I
cook
dinner
you buy grub for
Sell. but he faltered not, and then one competition in the great itnernational When
don't believe it. I know what the Misregatta to be held in Hampton Roads, IL an' don't be tryin' te starve ma to sissippi currant is and I know what a
Atte 'a thew happened.
vegetarrier!"
no
death.
I'm
lie had been following a elind trail at the Jamestown exposition, near
log raft is to tow. I ODubt if a strong
Down in C3.1113 they tell of a man
-th-t led him to a recot and had scaled Norfolk. Va., in 1907. It is not necswimmer could make II miles In two
other
zoomhungry
the
who
got
up
hours and 19 minutes without towing
-a ledge at the risk of his life when he- essary to add that in these latter days
ing and hunted around for sometklag anything. I don't wait
mine, but it was walled up with rub- Diego Maldonado has meat to eat.
to be offensive
to eat. He boiled and ate 27 eggs, and and it may
be that Dixie was misinfinding that they were good fresh wpm formed, but I
can't bring myself to beo
fried and ate 19 more, winding up with lieve that
his uncle ever did suck a
a quart of mixed pickles and seven thing."
SPORTS AT A GLANCE.
biscuits.
Ofcoarse thattickled Tansy. An I said.
The smallest sailor man who ever Tansy was always
showing Stempel off.
+
Johnny
Little
Bangor,
sailed out of
Be made a great pretense of being
ONLY SOUGHT TO FURNISH
'Philadelphia Jack" O'Brien and Mills, was famed for his onderdeck friendly with him, and Stempel didn't
Sam Berger •will meet Thanksgiving capacity. One day on board the see through him at first tad talked to
SINEWS OF WAR TO OVERafternoon in a forty-five round bout schooner Ruth Darling he ate his own him more freely than be did to any of
THROW CASTRO.
share of two other
at Colma. a suburb of San Francisco. dinner and also the
the others. Tansy came to as and told
members of the crew who had gone us what
"Young Corbett" and Terry McStempel thought about this.
New York, Sept. 19.—"I do hope I
ashore and failed to come back. Then
shall not b econfounded in the pubilc Govern will box six rounds before the as be sat on the rail smoking his pipe, that and the other—what this fellow did
mind with any common counterfeiter. National Athletic club, of Philadelphia Johnny astonished the cook by saying: and what the other fellow said and, although we knew that Tansy had cork.
The dies I had were intended to fur- on October 5. for a percentage of the
"It's poor grub and little of it ye screwed his opinions out of
him, we got
close
nish Salinas, the revolutionary op- gross receipts.
Its
one.
this
o'
have aboard
little
sore
a
all
the
same,
because
what
Garter Knot's victory in a steeple- steerin' a man has to get • bit an s
ponent of President Castro of VenStempel said about us, being the truth,
chase
at
Gravesend
netted
her
supsup."
ezuela, with the sinews of war. It
tilt us hard occasionally.
"Why, Johnny. what more would
was a political and not a commercial porters eso.000.
One day Tansy Cold me that he had
Jesse Matthews, a former jockey. you have on top o' that big b'iled din asked Stempel what he
matter with me and I would rather
thought of rue
cook.
the
be hanged than be represented as a died of consumption near Hagers- tier?" asked
and Stempel replied that he didn't car.
"Oh, well," replied Johnny, as be to say.
town. He was thirty-three years old
-counterfeiter for lucre."
Columbus won the American As- rr'led his eyes aloft. "Oh, well, I'm
This statement was made today by
"I asked him if that didn't mean that
could get away right nos he had not
Captain George B. Boynton when ar- sociation pennant with a record of thinkin' I
a very favorable opinion of
with a good hunk o' mutton an' a few you," said Tansy, "and he
raigned with his friend, Lewis M. ninety-five games won and fifty-seven
said at last
bit
an'
a
puadin'
o'
plate
pratics, an' a
that
it
did.
He
went
on
to
say—"
Thompson. before United States Corn lost. M.dwaukee finished ,second.
o' a loaf o' rye bread an'—an' haW a
I told him that If he told me what
m;ssioner Ridgerway on the charge of Minneapolis. by paying a tie game gallon o' ale-0."
Stempel went on to say I'd punch his
having in his possession dies for the with St. Paul, retains third place. Tohead and that stopped him. I was hot,
ledo was a close competitor for third
• coining of Venezuelan bolivars.
Long-Range Electricity.
though, and alter I'd thought it over I
Captain Boynton has had a marvel- place. Kansas City finished fifth.
Victoria falls to Witwaters went to Stempel and told him that I had
the
Prom
Then
comes
Louisville, followed by
ous career of adventure ever since the
rand, a distance of 700 miles, engineers heard he hadn't a high opinion of me.
war, gpainly in aiding revolution- St. Paul and Minnieapolis. All of the propoae to carry electrical power to
"Did Tansy tell you that?" he asked.
ists. He has supplied arms and muni- teams made money.
mine South African gold. They are con"He did, and before all the crowd," I
Jockey (Kcorner celebrated his ar- vinced the plan will be commercially
tions in neorly (very revolutionary
replied. "Now it's up to you to explain."
rival at Windsor by winning four out successful, especially as the dry climate
*uprising for elle past thirty years.
"Did he tell you what else I said—
Robert McDowell Moser a secret of five mounts.
Is most favorable, whila there is no ice what I based my opinion on?" he asked,
service agent, was the first witness
In the rivers to inter'ere with the work gently.
called
Mloser said he had wormed
lug of the turbines a. (I no snow to break
"No, he didn't," I said. "I wouldn't
SENATOR HICKMAN'S DEAD.
down the transmIszion lines. It Is esti- stand for it."
'himself into the confidence of Boynmated that in the driest season 500.000
"Then I'll tell you," said Stempel, and
-ton.
Popular and Able Politician Yields horse rower could te developed. The
he told me. It was pretty plain,straight
"He told mc the people of Venezat Last to Disease.
available head of water is about 330 talk and I'm bound to say it was true.
atria werC disati-died with Castro's
government," said Moser. "and t hat
calhoun, Ky.. Sept. 18.—Death feet, but a head of 1.000 feet could be ob- I think It did me good. Anyway, I took
•
I
tained by engineering works of a com• it and Stempel and I are good friends
he was going to help the r:volutioncame to Eilenator George W. Hickman paratively light type. This would pro now.
i•ts
Ile said he needed et0000 in one of the
best known then in the puce about 1.000,000.000 horse power
But it didn't end there. I told Wilson
cash. I wag supposed to be a capital- state and
for a brief period acting At present $15,u00.000 is spent annually and Dixie about it and the next mornlet.
governor of Kentucky, at his home on the Rand for power.
ing when we were all together Dixie
`ee "lie said he had thellics ready and
turned suddenly to Stempel and asked
here at 7 o'clock this evening aftsr
would take them to a deta of the an illness
Chance for the Church.
him what he thought of Tansy.
lasting several months.
Orinoco, Mier: he could .do the coinA missionary in southwestern Oregon,
Tansy grinned. He thought he was
Since the middle of last March he had
ing without fear, of discovery. When
been in wretched health, and death apologizing for the infrequency of hir going to get a few boquets.
the government was.overthrown. he
letters, explains: "My days have been
"I'd prefer not to say," said Stempel.
was not unexpected.
spent in the saddle, and at night I &DJ
-said, the .money would be declared
We all shouted. Wilson said: "You
During the closing days of the ex- either too tired to write or else I
have know what Stempel means when he says
'legal.'
tra session of the last general assem- no place or opportunity to write at all
that, Tansy."
bly Senator Hickman was soddenly Last Thursday I mede 55 miles on horseIt didn't tease Herbert, though. Be
stricken in the lobby of the Capital ba-k, over a rough trail. Solid virgin was cocksure that he
MEN PERISH IN
stood toe high.
BURNING HOUSE Hotel at Frankfort, and his illness forests for 40 miles and not a dwelling "Tell 'em what you think of me, old
dated from that time. It was feared pinee to stop. I am now on the north ert man," he said to Stempel. "I'd like to
'Charred Bodies of Farmers Found at that time that he would die, and end of Lake Klsmrth. Klamath county know myself."
and Foul Play is Suspected.
his condition was critical for several the me,st snuthern 1 oiniry in Oregon. I)
"I don't thi•A 7-0.1 would." said StemL4
days. He recovered sufficiently, how- Is a lumber and loggIne euuntry.
pel.
Lancaster, Ky., Sep. 19—The res- ever, to resume his legislative deities Church is unknown here. God is sot
"I'm not bashful, old fellow; on
idence of James Casey on Back and was present in the Senate the last thought of and Sunday is like °thee ahead," said Tansy.
days. The church has a great open door
-Creek, seven miles northeast of town day.
"If you insist on it
tell yob," said
in
these regions."
was (burned last night, and Casey and
Stempel, who was rather pale. 'I'm
When he reached Louisville on his
Nathan Taylor perished in the flames way home Senator Hickman was
sorry to say that I consider you dishon'Taylor's body was found in the ruins, again suddenly stricken. He was at
orable, inasmuch as you have betrayed
Wanted It at Ones.
chared into an unrecognizable mass, the Old Inn when he collapsed phy- "I disown you," cried the angry pa my confidenoe in you, and laminate,Inand Casey's body was found in the sically, and his life was despaired of rent; "I shall cut you off with a shil- asmuch as you have professed friss&
ship for me to my face and sake tun of
yard -badly charred and with a jagged
for some time. He was confined to ling!"
me to others. I deal eosobiller you do.
"Yes,
bole in his bead.
sir,"
replied
the
erring
sou
his room at the 'Old Inn for almost meekly, "and might I
cent. If It's the plain troll you want,
Suspicions of foul play are enterhave
that
shilling
,two weeks and was then removed. to aow?"—Life.
there you have it"
tained, and the Coroner has deferred
He improved
Short and sweet, wasn't It? It ought
'the inquest until tomorrow in or- his home at Calhoun.
and was
to have done Tansy goof if it didn't."—
Acoommedating.
der to secure several absent wit- rapidly after his return here
able to be about.
"Very sorry--all toy daughters are al- Chicago Record-Herald.
nesses.
ready engaged."
Taylor and Casey are both well to
Tempered with Xercy.
"Ah, well, never mind; I'll call &Bala
do farmers, and in company with
Nothing is more dangerous to a
Niobrary Jake (leader Of vigilantes)
several other men were drinking man than a sudden change of fortune. mixt time there's a vacancY."--Sphere.
—Grosser Pete, yes 'n ornery, ansakin'
Caere( was
Satttrday %afternoon.
hose thief 'ad don't d'sarv• no marey
'mown to carry large sums of money
Rather a Different Thing.
whateurnever; bat tit' boys 'ye decided
"Now, Mr. Green, where are you go- t' give ye a ch'ioe
on his person, but only a few cents
Excellence when concealed differs
etude' suicide and a
were found on his body after his but littl from buried worthlessness. ing? Are you training for a race?"
violent death. Now, et Ich a' ye .
•
No!"
sheeted
Mr.
Green
in
rill ure. —Peek.
*death.
—Horn
"I'm racing tor a train1"—Puck
‘ _

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Hig*i Excellence....

4
•

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is t "Leader" for the dealer.

D. It BALDWIN & CO.
W. T MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, HY!

Have You
Started?
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank,

IS COUNTERFEITER
FOR GLORY ALONE

227 Broadway

PH

stabisi.slies

The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTgIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THK MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THIC
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.

C. C. Leo. 315 Bwav,
Oa

*

ANNOUNCEMENT
•V • t
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s•is.

WE

EXTEND

FRIENDS

TO

THE

OUR

SEASON'S

GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST

INVITATION

TO

CALL TO Mt OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL
FOREIGN
SUITINGS

AND

AND
ASD

WINTER

4 1114.

DOMESTIC

OUR

FRICKE,

WILL SUIT YOU.

•

Dicke & Bkick, 51611Bway.

MARK TWAIN'S A LITTLE VOLUNTEER.
COL SELLERS

Cecil Re

J. C. Flournoy

Strong Fresh

FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.

SPICES;

Rooms to, zt and 12, Coluniuia Bldg
PADUCAH, KY.

NOT

ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.

•

and delicious to the housewife

Paducah
Kentucky.

Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.

DR. R. E. HEARN!

Well Remembered as a Citizen of
Hopkinsville, James
Lampton.

who has a-ready used"ordinary'
spices.

4
I

Are a revelation of richness

pure

Our spices are

and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
nature alone

BROOKHILL BUILDING.

can

give.

Use

them in your canning pickling
TELEPHONE NO. 444
and preserving.

DR. ROBT.J. RIVERS
130 NORTH FIFTH STREET
„ Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to io a. m., 1 to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.

e•t4

J. K. HENDRIcK,

1

J. 11. Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY

I. O. MILLER
4

WK. IISARIELE.

Hendrick, Millet
411. Marble

Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOS1 AND
THROAT.

LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of tin
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build
ing, 523 1-3 Broadway.

H.T. Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH

Office and Residence, Roomt 3 and •
Columbia Building.
Phone 100-Red.

Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-

TELEPHONES:
and

et company-the cheapest
I

bee

Office 251 excursion ort of Paducah.
•

Residence 296

00
.000,

R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER

$8.00

For the Round Trip to
Tennessee riew&retur

Will practice in all courts of Ke
tacky.

.

C. MANNING SEARS, M. IL
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Tiepins. 371.
eirsesis
,

It is a trip of pleasure, cosafor.
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave ea.11
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other informatioa apply to Jas
Koger, ruperintendent;
Brown, agent_

Frank

L

DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist.)
Office 3o6 Broadway-Phone 120
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 14%

0. D. Schmidt)
Architect and Superintendent
aot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
PADUCAH,

4

Excursion Rates on
The Rivee
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $a-uo:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth hada/lied.

ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
each,

without

meals; Sa.00 with meals.

E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law

•

a..

KENTUCKY. of five or over St.so

•
4

Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildiva
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
New 'Plume 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Beal Estate law.

Good music on all the boats. Fo
urher particulars see
S A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pam
Agent Phone 33.

RIVERS AND HARBORS FUND
Should Be Fifty Million a Year, Declares Louisiana Committeeman.

Portland, Ore., Sept. i9.-Ake,,
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR viewing the rivers and harbors of
the Northwest, Joseph E. Eansdell of
Louisiana, member of the committee
on rivers and harbors of he house of
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bent representatives, left last nigtht for
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky Sacramento. Mr. Ransdell yesterday
aiddressed the Commercial club on the
Room 114 kg-eternity Building.
subject of his investigation's and urged
Old 'Phone 484 nig auditors to join in the movement
New 'Phone 114.
for a $50,000.000 annual river and harbor appropriation.
Mr. Ransdell quoted setatistics to
show that rivers and harbors had been
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tali inadequately recognized by congress
and that other subjects of expenditure,
North Fifth. Both Phones 355.
Residence mat (Jay. oia Phone tfos such as the army and navy, lighthouses postoffices and pensions had
received sums far greater by comparison, airtime river mid harbor work
could be made to save the people far
more than the cost.

LAWYER.S

•

•

4,
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A CREATION OF THE
GREAT HUMORIST'S
BRAIN.

Dr. B. T,Hall

Nearly everybody is familiar with
the writings of Mark Twain. Ills autobiography is now running in the
North American Review, and in the
opening chapters Mr. Clemens says
that the character of "Col. Mulberry
Sellers" was not a creation of his imagination but was a real living person
and' he only put him on paper. 'Here
is what Mark Twain says of the greatest of all his characters:
"John T. Raymonds' audiences used
to come near to dying with laughter
over the turnip-eating scene, but, extravagazt as the scene was, it was
fai;hful to the facts in all its absurd
details. The things happened in
Lampton's own house, and I was present. In fact, I was myself the guest
vshe ate the turnips. In the hands of
a gicat actor that piteous scene would
have dimmed any manly spectator s
eyes with tears and racked his ribs
apart -.vith laughter at the same tin -e.
But Raymond was great in humoroes
portrayal only.
"The teal Col. Seilers, as I kne,v
liim in James Lampion, was a pathetic
arai beatiriel manly man ,a straight
and honorable man, with a big, fool:,h, unselfish heart in his bosom, a
r.-ni torn to be loved, and he vieis
loved ny all his ir*Lnds and by hi;
family worsh,pped. It is the right
word. To them he was but little less
than a god The real CM. Sellers was
iirvi.r on. the stage. Only half of him
was there. Raymond could( not play
the other half of him; it was above his
level. There was onl: one man who
could have .:eyed the. whole of Col.
Sellc-s. awl that was Frank Meyo.
"James Lampton floated all his days
in a tinted mist of magnificent dreams
and died at last without seeing one
of them realized. I saw him last in
1884 when it had been twenty-six
years since I ate the basin of raw
turnips and washed them down with
a burkset of water in his house. He
was become old and white-headed,
but he entered to me in the same old
breezy way of his earlier life, and he
was all there yet-not a detail wanting: the happy light in his eye, the
abounding hope in his heart, the persuasive tongue, the miracle-breedicg
imagination-they were all there; and
before I could turn round he was pol.
ishing up his Aladdin's lamp and flashing the secret riches ol the world before me."
Many of our older citizens remember "Jim" Lampton when he was fi
citizen of Hopkinsville many years before the civil war, says the Kentuckian, He kept a hardware store on
the corner of Main and Ninth streets,
where the First National bank now
stands. He is remembered as a jovial ,care-free kind' of a fellow, with
a lot (if funny stories always on hand.
and in relating them at the front door
of his store never failed to have a
knot of listeners about to hear him
tell them in his own inimitable way.
Debonair, big-hearted, and apparently
without ever entertaining a serioue
thought longer than it took to get it
out of his life, he made friends of all
who met him. He was not a business
man in any sense of the term, and never took life seriously enough to speculate as to whether weal or woe might
come with another week-he lived in
the present. Mr. Lampton owned and
lived in the old two-story building
which was on the ground now occupied by the brick residence of Mrs.
Annie L.'Starling, North Main street.
After doing business in his own
novel way here for some time -Mr.
Lampton moved his family to some
part of Missouri, and later in life
formed the acquaintance of Mark
Twain, who made thee shadow of a
man greater, probably, than the original. But as "a prophet is not without honor save in his own country,"_
it may be that the great humorist
could see more in Mr. Lampton than
did other men who knew him as well.
CUTS DOWN ARMY
FOR PHILLIPINES

Only to,000 Troups Are Now Left
in Department of Luzon.
ies-Miajor
Washington.
Sept.
General John F. Weston, commanding the department of Liszon, Phil1i;)pinc Islets. in his anneal report,
states that forty-one stations have
ben abandoned during the last year.
and 'that there are twenty-three stations garrisoned by 7,36o American
troops and 2,488 native troops.
+
+
+
+ + +
There are two brigade posts in the
I to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap
McKinley atel
department, !Fort
Kentucky Fair Dates.
est and most economical.
•
Camp Stotsenburg, and the latter
Special attention to electric light
is difficult of access and exposed. For
.7. .7. 0.- + + e- 4- 0.- -r
++
+
mg plant,
a good • poortion of the year the
impassable.
ensvit..--- wagon roads there are
e r-i-.
eCenter'71Gen. Weston recommends that no
Septembe 17-22
semi-permafurther permanent or
Pacrucan. Ky.
..)ebree. September 01-5 clays.
nent buildings be erreced there, and
that no other large posts be conHartford. September tei-4 days.
in land where supplies are
strncted
Henderson, September 26-4 days
to be handled either by wagon, or
Falmouth, Sepitember 26-4 days.
rail.
-DENTISTPembroke, September 27-3 days...

Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes

00

HARRY E. WALLACE,

A. S. DABNEY
Traehart

Gweroboro, tictober 2-5 days.
Mayfield, Octoh^r 3-days.

111•444.

•

Every overkaft oh the bank elf natete must be paid vrith compound in4
terest.
-- •

A fierce gale had been beating alone
the coast for three days and not a person had ventured out. The hotel stood
a few rods back from the shore, its
long glass-inclosed piazza overlooking
the angry sea. Off to the left was the
beginning of a long chain of dangerous
rocks, while between the hotel and
the rocks was the famous South Shore
beach.
To'those who liked to watch the sea,
the glass-inclosed piazza cif the hotel
)ffered exceptional attractions.
All
through the long hours of the gale
men and women walked back and
lorth with their glasses, exchanging
somments and apprehensions, and
often allowing the meal hours to pass
oy unregarded, so fascinated were they
by the wild scene.
On the first day of the storm they
had watched with horror as a small
fishing smack was driven in upon the
rocks and went to pieces, but hae
breathed more freely when they saw
her crew reach shore in safety. Later
they had watched the plucky and sue,
eeesful struggle of a small sailboat
as stie beat her way to safety.
Every year there were hard storms
and violent' winds on the shore, but
it was long since there had ben such
a gale as this.
Among the guests was a family
from the interior who had never before seen the ocean. One of the children, a delicate boy of nine or ten
years, seemed to have a special fear
of the tumbling, roaring waters. During the bright days he could never
1). induced to go in bathing with the
other children, preferring to wander
about in the fields and woods, whistling to the birds or chasing the butterflies and grasshoppers.
Durtag the gale he wandered from
room to room with a frightened face.
When he heard the guests talking
about the storm and the probable loss
of life along the coast he trembled.
On Ole morning of the third day of
the gale a dull booming was heard
at sea. All the guests recognized the
pitiful call for help from a stranded
vessel and they hat:ened to the piazza
with their glasses. Far out at the end
of the chain of rocks a large ship was
stranded. Her masts were gone and
the waves were rolling over her, fast
beating her timbers to pieces. Many
of her passengers were lashed to the
stumps of her masts and among them
‘ veral childrea.
could be seen...se
On the beach a dozen sturdy fishermen were doing their beat to launch
a boat. Time and again they got it
Into the water, only to have It overturned by • roaring breaker and driven high upon the beach. At last, exhausted by their efforts, the men stood
back and gazed helplessly at the ship
and the angry waters that laychetween
it and them.
The rain had ceased, but the wind
mill blew the blinding spray far up
on the beach. Most of the guests left
the hotel and went down to the group
of silent men on the shore. It was
useless, they said; no boat could ever
reach the vessel; all who went out
would be lost
As the guests stood watching the
vessel on the rocks one of the ladies
Glancing
felt a pull at her dress.
down she saw Arthur, the boy who
would never venture in the water.
His face was colorless with terrror
with terror and his eyes were roond
and shining.
"Why, Arthur," she said, chtdingly,
"what made you come down here, if
you are so frightened? Run back to
the hotel, that's a dear."
But the boy shook his head and
closed his lips tightly.
"Shall I go with you, dear"
"No, no; I'll stay. But It's awful!
And all those people on the boat
Can't somebody help?"
One of the fishermen overheard him.
"Not till the sea goes down," he
said, gruffly. "It would be suicide.
I'm willing to risk my life, but not to
throw it away." .
Five, ten minutes passnd, and again
the dull booming of the signal gun
on the wrecked vessel appealed for
help. Unable to bear the suspense
and inaction longer, one of .the men
sprang forward to where the boat lay,
half buried in the ,.and, as it had been
drivea back by the wave's.
"I can't stand this," he said
"Who'll go with me?"
the!:
The men stood silent,
beads rlowiv a3 the speaker's eyes
sought one after anothe...
"For God's sake, mates," be called,
hoarsely, "won't some . of you vol.
uuteer? It's better to 107e our lives
eit there than to s'ay here and see
:hose people dre en."
As the man epolre a small. slight
Ligure derted forwArd and clambered
Artl.ur!
into the boat. It e
go," he crise, resolutely.
"I'll
"Maybe I can help save so..:e of the
zhildren."
There was a moment's hii<ib. Then
istemAu
i.e 11:sherms n to Lie
forward. One of them lifted the child
from the bont and kissed him. gravely
We can do better work than you
We an
my boy," he said, tenderly.
stronger. If only our cour.7.ge 13 as
good."
Then he passed Arthur to his mother
Who bad just come in scaircili of him.
A few minutes later toe boat we:
launched, this time auceessrully. Lilco
a ,cork the waves tossed it about, 1)711
the fishermen bravely forced it through
i.he water and Pnally reached the
stranded vessel. Then the first boat
load of passengers was brought off.
Again and again the boat made its
perilous trip, bringing away the ship%
wrecked people.
That night all the rescued passengers and crew came one by one to
shake hands with the little fellow to
VIMm they owed their livec -Little

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
No. tot
,. 8:20 a.m
12:ot p.m.

SOUTH BOUND
Cincinnati
Louisville
Owensboro
Horse Branch
Central City
Nortonville
Evansville
Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsvi:le
Leave Pr'nceton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paduzah
Arrive Fulton
Arrive G:bbs, Tenet.
Arrive Rives
Arrive Jackson
Arrive Memphis
Arrive New Orleans
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave

•8

2:28
3:30
4:08
12:50

PimP.m.
p.m.

Pm
p m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

•
45 a:111n1.
3 40
3;
4:50 a.m.
5:51 a.m.
a m..
771a:m
6

- rzo p.m.
10:35 a.m

8:20 a.m.
8:15 p.m.

4:55
6:io
6:15
7:20
8:o6
8:13

NORTH BOUND
New Orleans
Memphis
Jackson, Tenn.
Rives
Fulton
Paducah
Paducah
Princeton
Hoprkinsv:Ile
Nashville
Evansville
Nortonville
Central City
Horse Branch
Owensboro
Louisville*
Cincinnati

Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrve
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

p.m.

No. 103
o:oo p.m.
9.40 P.m.
pin.
638 am.
12::00
'333 a.m.
1:4o R.M.
..
mi iili.
7 ppap...nn
5
40
2::::4002
4
97

No,
7:to
0:45
8:07

102
p.m.
a.m
a.m

10:15
z 1 :20
11:25
12:39
6:15
9:25
3:45
i:28
2:05
3:06
44'55
5:35
9:15

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m
Pm.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
Pm.
p.m.

No. tat
- ..
7:30 ant.
oo a tn.
1 05 a ITU
1,.3o p rm.
T •2R p.ity.
0

s.132.
'"
05
:.3‘
6;
6
riati :20 .1.UL
2:35 p.m.
4:15 Pins
4:20 p.m.
6:oo p.na..
•..
....
•
..„
•
.

No. 104
9:15 a.m.
8:5o p.m.
to:io p.m.
11:58 p.m.
12:35 a.m.
1:43 a.m.
1:48 a.m.
3:03 a m.
5:20 a.m.
8:to a.m.
9:45 a.m.
3:51 a.m,
4:30 3.111,
5:18 a.m.
8:oo a.m.
7:50 a.m.
12:00 noon

No. I22
1

/cm

6:oo
7:40
7:50
9-:29

.,
•
.,
a.m.
a.m.
am.
a.m.

te:35
I1:30
12:55
*4:55
4:55

.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

ST. LOUIS DIVISION

Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

NORTH BOUND
Paducah
Carbondale
Chicago
St. Louis

No.
12:40
4:25
6:30
8:30

306
p.m.
p.m.
a.m
p.m

No. 374
4:20 p.m.
8:40 p.m.
6:30 a.m.
7:20 a.m.

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive

SOUTH BOUND
St. Louis
Chicago
Cabondale
Paducah

No.
7:45
2:50
I1:40
3:35

305
a.m.
1.111.
a.m.
P.m.

No.
9:4o
6:20
7:05
II:oo

375
na
p

p.m.
a.m.
a.m.

CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINZ.
isai-8ot
8:to a.m.
11:20 1.M.
s:35 p.m.
4:15 Dim
6:15 p.m
7:45 P.m
7:20
6:3o a.m.,

NC1RT
BOUND
Nashville
Hopkinsville
Princeton
Paducah
Paducah
Cairo
St. Louis
Chicago

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
kri've
Arrive

135-835
6:4o
7:45
9:25
9:30
11:10
4.30
9:30

a.m.
Lm.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
pm.
9-01.

.......

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

122-822
6:2, p.m.
11:4* P.m.
6:oo am
7:45 am
7:30 a.m
9 419 a.m.

1 0t/711 BOUND
Chioago
St.Lonis
Cairo
Padt:cah
Paducah
Princeton
Hopkinsville
Nashville

136-836 .
9:40 a.m.
r:5o p.m.
5:5$ P.m.
7:40 P.Ini
3:to p.m.
4:45 P.m.
6:to p.m.
9:23 P.m.

.
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.
•

.

00

• ••

•

•
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001

Trains marked (1) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and mu carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Louisville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Elor connects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Pariscah, Ke.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo tisville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Taut.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Cbiesso.
W. H. BRILL. D. P. A... St. Lonts 6.4•
40l0

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.',
;Th

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
Es-7

FAO
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM
REAL.
MONTHLY PAYMENf :-OTS FOR INVESTMENT. 11/11TERN
KFINTTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE 'AST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR

PADUC.AH

rite;• o cai, eat st el-Tretitsot el wits•disio.•••• Kw.

0.
COU LSON,

.
LOMBING..
...P
Steam and Hot Water Heating
Plum 133.

'220 N. Third

r'40719r".",
,,
rawmayarrriprrirware".-avn

"""7112121.1Pporm.
•

LANGSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Flooring,Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath

L

LacorPorsted

Yellow U Gum M Ash
Poplar
Beech
Pine

B

Maple
Walnut

E

GUM:BEECH 4NI) OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
B.:;h Phones 26.

KCOVECA

NO HOPE OF
PASSES TO
AGREEME
ORE IT BEYOND

++

+ + +++ ++ ++

POPULAR WANTS.
+ + +++ + + + +

Oak
Elm

TWINiBRAND—OUR OWN MAKE

•

',

438 South Second

Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

•:. + +

WANTED—To buy Second hand
shoes, large sizes. T. B. Jones, aao
Kentucky Ave.

Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish,

•

Atitident, Lite, Liability, Steam Bottorl
•.`

(Continued from Page One.)
CAPT. GEORGE 0. HART, WELL
WANTED—One Front Room for
KNOWN AND LEADING
cates free trade with the Limited rent with board.
BUSINEaS MAN.
Mrs. Rook 433
States. If this is guarantecl there Clark St.
ALMon della'.
Office Phone 369,
6t
Residence Phone 7
will be no opposition to a.. a-xation.
•
"Palma Has No Backbo .2."
WANTED TO RENT.—The two
aal NOW OFTEN DOES
Died Yesterday Morning at 9:45—
"President Palma is sti liaorn but story frame store house situated out
YOUR WIFE NOW RECEIVE.
Unexpected—Funeral
Death Not
has no backbone. He hi, taken the the corner of tamth and Tennessee
A BOX OF THESE
Will Occur Friday.
advice of men outside th
avernment street. Residence up stairs. Good
CONFECTIONS?
DEUCIOtIS
and been false to his
in the stand for a grocery or drug store. Ap,REPENT AND MAIL YOUR
Cabinet. An Arbitration Board should ply to J. Biederman Grocery and BakThe city yesterday lost. a well- ba formed in Washiaa ton and sent
ORDERS.AT SHORT_ INTERVAL3.1_TO
ery Co.
6t
and a leading business down to Havana
known .citizen
by the president, to
man. Capt. George 0. Hart. as he
remain for at least ire years. Tait
FOR RENT—Nice furnished room
called by all acquaintances, suewill say and do thin
when he ar- with all conveniences, 537 Jefferson.
illness;
anbed to a several month's
• 'licit superiochiced uraemic poison, rives in Havana that wi:1 make the
BROADWAV and dried at his residence, 913 West leaders of both sides squirm.
AND
FOUND—Friday evening, lady's
OFFICE PHONE 484-a
RESIDENCE PHONE 333
Jefferson street, at 9:45 o'clock a. m. "Both sides arc to blame, and have hat. The owner can obtain same by
faults.
The
condicommitted
serious
calling
at
- _
this
office
and
identifying
unexpectwas
not
summons
The final
ed. as he was regarded in a dying tions are choatic today because both hat and paying for this notice.
Tax Payers' Notice!
condition for a. day or two before he Sides are scared and do not know
Miss I— V. Shaw, teacher of piano,
Paducah. r4., September
expired . It was nevertheless a blow what will happen when Taft gets
maedolin, guitar, and voice., culture.
ou arc hereby notified that all of affliction to his family and many there."
Studio 119 north Thirteenth street
persons owning or :laving in their friends who held him in great este'em'.
Must Annual Elections.
:ontrol as
•
pos,ession. or unaer
Capt. Hart was horn in Girard. Pa.,
While the mcmbers of the revolu- 'ear Broadway. Conservatory metodi
t guardian. or committee, exe• and was aged 7o years. He was a son tionary junta expressed their pleasure
WIANTED—To sell, four teams
.tor, adm nistrator, curator, trustes, of Rev. Edson Hart. a Presbyterian ever the suspension of hostilities, they
restiver connvissioner, or otherwise. minister, who removed to New Al- declared in positive terms that there complete, five mules and three horses.
tangible, or intangible per bany, Ind, when Capt. Hart was a could be no permanent peace unless Cash or on time, apply to Jake Biedsonal property, on the 15th day of small boy. In New Albany Mr. Hart the fibera demands that the last efec- erman Grocery and Baking company.
3 Horse Power Motor.
S,ptember, are required on or before grew to manhood and was for several tons be annulled was granted.
r 5 Horse Power Motor,
business.
drug
in
the
bought
and
sold
years
engaged
FURNITURE
'We will lay down our arms," said
e ust day of October to give the
1 554 Horse Power Motor,
before the war of the states he
Col. Aguirre, "pending the negotia- Williams, 538 South Third street.
assessor a true and complete list of Just
I Horse Power Motor.
steemboating
and
engaged
in
became
New
phone
cooA.
tions for peace, but we cannot accept
same. With true cash value thereof,
to Horse Power Motor.
years commanded some of
several
fear
teims that do not include the annul29 of the 15th day of September,
zoo Light Dynamo.
largest crafts to run in the lower
the
UMBRELLA
repairing
done
at
wider oath, upon forms to be furn- Ohio and lower Mississippi rivers. ment of the annual elections held last
311 South Third street on short no
isaed on application by said assessor He came to Paducah to reside in 1867 December. Nor will we accept such a
t•ce.
merchants
that
all
and
Pa:ma
government
office,
promise
from
the
Ins
at
•
and became connected with the hardof the city doing business for them ware house previously started here by unless Its fulfillment is guaranteed by
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
selves or -others shall .n like manner older brothers. This house subse- the United States.'
unmarried men between
Able-bodied
ard in addition thereto, state the quently became his entirely and has
Twice Fired On By Mistake.
1112-123 North Fourth Street.
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
goods,
Highest amount in value of
A special cable dispatch to the States, of good character an tempesince been under his management,
wares, and merchandise, owned or though known as the Geo. 0. Hart & World states that some subordinate rate habits, who can speak, read and
kept on hand for sale by said met- Sons Hardware company. His store officers of the United States cruise:- write English. For information ap
cants, during the three months next has for years_ been .eate of the beat' Denver were fired on by rebels as ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich•
I receding such 15th day of Septem known in Western Kentucky and they were riding in the country in an frond House, Paducah, Ky.
many of the best known business men automobile Sunday night. 4 blabody
arr.
Prompt attent on to this will save of the cty got Over first practical lea- was hit, and when the rebels discovsons in the house.
;raper-Ty owners additional cost,
ered their mistaae they were profuse
Capt. Hart was twice married. He in their apologies. They explained
c,TEWART DICK Assessor.
was first joined in wedlock to Miss t'hat they were expecting some Cuban
Office, room 9 City Hal'.
AND
Todd. of New Albany alias government officers to pass that secAddie
proved: D. A. Yciser, Mayor,
after
here
being in 11455 She died
tion, and that they sent a volley after
several years residence and in 1876
the first automobile that came anng.
time
married
the
second
Hart
was
Mr.
which happened to be the car occuDIRECT LINE TO
to Miss Mariah Harris, who survives
sailors. A Ithim. He leaves by his first wife four pied by the American
We have them in all atuq)es,-- Me, medium and stub points.
children, these being George B. Hart, tle later the party was again fired on
exresult—nobody
bit
same
with
the
Mocquot. Mrs: Cl. T.
Mrs. J
All State and county taxes are now
of the city, and Mks. Henry planations and apologies.
lainkle,
tiast due and must be settled by the Weiasinger,of Louisville. By his sec•
When Capt. Colwell heard of the
first of October or I will proceed ond marriage he leaves but one child. incident he issued an order forbidon the Falcon Shape. These are the best pens made rete advertise and sell al unpaid prop- a son, Edson Hart. of the city. His ding shore leave for the present.
guardless of price anr toget you to try them we will let you
Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
erty as I have to make all settlements two sone were his associates in busi—have — 12 PENS FOR 5 CENTS.
with State and county by that time. ness. In addition to his immediate
Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
Tlmse call anei settle same and save faanily he leaves one brother, Capt. SUICIDE IS IDENTIFIED
and many other resorts in the "Laud
•
AT HARBOURS DR
unnecessary co,t as the new Reve- Ed Hart, of Memphis. 'He was al•o
AS RICH SOCIETY MAN of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire"
PARThIENT STORE.
sue law requires one month earier a brothertn-law of Mk'. H. W. Rancountry of Western North Carolina,
.taate heretofore.
kin and Mrs. Carrie Maxwell, of Jack Coularn Proves to Be John offering a high altitude, bracing
Mlarion. Ky. and Mrs. I.izzie Hobbs,
This Sept. lo, 1906.
a
* Briggs Grover of Nashua. N H. climate, picturesque mountain scenery
pH/ W. C.GILVIF S. 11 C. of. Covington, Ky., and a son-in-law
and splendid hotels.
of Mrs. J. F. Itarria, of this city. He
ti 9c _pea
; p.
0+;.e.
Send two ,cent stamp for "Laud of
left several niece's and nephews here
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 19.—The body
ot Jack Coulam, who committee sui- the Sky" booklet and other handand elsewhere.
A genial man, a devoted father and cde last Friday, today was ids ntifiem: somely illustrated literature.
huaband a successful business man, a as John Griggs Grover, a wealthy
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
faithful member of the First Presby- society man of Nashua N. H.. who
terian church, of which he had been a deserted his wife last Januata and Lexington, Ky.
.Sold at
in the city—money loaned on all valuables at the 'owest interest—all
deacon for a number of years, Capt. eloped with Mrs. Vesta Condain of
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist Pass. business strictly confidential.
Gray's Buffet,
laart leaves a void in those circles Lowell, Mass.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
Palmer House Bar,
which knew him best.
The identification revealed to the
L. A. Lstromars no.
There are no arrangements as yet
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Gent. Pass.
world the Dr. Jeykl and Mr. Hyde
for the funeral, but the burial will not
Agent, St. Louis. Mo.
existence
of
Grover
Mrs.
Grover.
met
of shot guns including all the high- grade makes such as L. C. Smith•.—
occur before Friday. Services will
Coulam
on
ago
a
train a year
and
Remington automatic shot gun..
Parker-La Feever etc. We have th
then be conducted in the First PresNotice to Traveling Public.
byterian church and Rev. Dr. Wi E ;art January he gave up a happy
Cave will officiate. The pall-bearers lame, loving wife and wealthy par- ! Please take notice that outbound
will be the officials of the church and cats to become a wanderer with this passenger trains for Cairo and Brookport will not be stopped at Eleventh
the interment 'will be in Oak Grove woman.
cemetery.
Mrs. Grover, it is feared, vail' lose and Broadway. Inbound trains will
her mind as a result of the rceolvery make this stop.
kinds of p stols, watches, diamonds, rings and the most omplete line of
of her husband's death. Shp also has
T. J. DONOVAN,
We also have a complete stock o
musical instruments in the city.
Ia
BROKER HELD TO JURY;
Agent, I. C R. R.
a husband in Chico, Cal.
I traveling bags—prices are right. art Broadway 211.
.
GAMBLING PLEA IGNORED.

Campbell Block.

J. W. HUGHES

McPherson's
Drug Stole.

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

We have on hand
For Sale:

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

NOTICE TO
TAX-PAYERS

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

The Smoothest Writers
Of Them All

Queen & Crescent Route

THE HUNT ROUND POINTED PENS are the kind
that DO NOT SPURT, BLOT nor SCRATCH.

CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA

We are making a SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
PRICE until Octobber 1st of 50C PER GROSS

D. E. Wilson

B.Michael

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

IN THE LEAD
The Only Licensed

Pawnbroket.

Just Received a Big Lot

TRUSTED
SEVENTY
THOUSAND
TIMES...

Over seventy thousand
prescriptions have been entrusted to the care of
our Prescription Department. We are very mach
gratified/ by this enormous
patronage ,of the most important branch of nor business, and we wish io assure
the people of Paducah that
we are redoubling our efforts to give them the best
possible service.

To'edo, 0., Sept. 19.—In the sentencing of Wilber W. Murray; a stock
aroker, to ehe grand jury under $2,soo bonds this morning, Police Judga
Brough established a precedent by
refusing to grant immunity from
pun'ashment for embezzlement on the
aloud& that stock brokerage is
gambling and therefore not amenable
to law.
Henry C. Froment, an insurance
agent, invested over er,000 in Reading margin. It is alleged that set•
tlement was not forthcoming from
Broker Murray and Fromert started
criminal proceedings.
Murray set
DRUGGISTS.
up that the deal wa sa gamble and
the coart had no jurisdiction. Btoagh
Fifth and Broadway.
refused to see it that way, holding
Both Phones in.
that Froment could recover his
money. Ile then sent the case to the
711111.8.
.
0 00
.
006
.
.
0.
11 010841111411611 groul jury.

R. W. W ILIEER CO.,

Also BargainS in ah

GENUINE TRADEWATER

COAL

REAL PITTSBURG

Lump 12c Nut 11c.

Lump 13c, Nut 12c.

Le4us.have your order now

West Kentucky Coal Co.
rwr 1•97

Office Second and Ohio.

4
.

sr_ ...wadi-foam

Both Telephones 254.

